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The theme of this year s yearbook is "The
Unforgettable Rollins Experience." I know, at
first it sounds really corny, but think about it.
Throughout our lives, people tell us that our
years in college will be the best years of our
lives. I'm not sure how true that philosophy is,
but my years at Rollins certainly have been
unforgettable.
How could I ever forget living in Rex
Beach Hall with the X-Club my first year here?
The combination of Rex Beach and the
Clubbers was supposed to be the worst pos-
sible. Instead, I had a great time, made incred-
ible friends and learned the importance of
waiting until the weekend to party. My sopho-
more year I learned a great deal about myself. I
will always remember the self-confidence Beth
Baldwin gave me. I will also always carry with
me the importance of a sense of community
that I learned from Jack Lane. This year, my
junior year, I have begun to live by what I have
learned. It hasn't always been easy, but I am
trying.
I believe that the most unforgettable as-
pect of my "Rollins Experience'' has been com-
bining classroom discussions with everyday
life. After all, my parents are paying a lot of
money so I can get an education, and there is
no point in my having an expensive degree if I
cannot intelligently discuss important issues in
everyday conversation. All too often we, stu-
dents and professors, place too much emphasis
on assignments and grades, and we forget the
real concept of "being educated." I know,
though, that no matter what my G.P.A. is when
I graduate, I have been educated during my
"unforgettable Rollins experience." Fiat Lux.
College may or may not be the best years of
one's life, but our time at Rollins is definitely unfor-
gettable. During the time we spend attending
classes, socializing, studying, playing, and volunteer-
ing, we create memories and participate in experi-
ences that will forever influence us.
Contacting alumni from decades past put the
"Rollins experience" in perspective. People at Rollins
may complain about the college — the apathy, the
bureaucracy, the expense, the food; they do not,
however, always realize "how sweet it is." When a
1942 Rollins graduate writes so fondly of her years
here memorable, one notices how much we take for
granted — the weather, the opportunities, the archi-
tecture, the personal attention.
Moreover, concentrating on traditions of the
past was an inspiration for creating a quality volume
of the yearbook, and serving as an editor has been a
fruitful, although not always easy, experience. When,
in 2042, the Tomokan editor wants to locate a picture
of that 1992 graduate who became an outstanding
statesman, an Olympic athlete, or a prize-winning
scientist, I want him or her to sit in the spooky top
floors of the Mills Building, page through this edition,
and think, "Now this was a classy yearbook, and the
people who were here in 1992 must recall that time
vividly when they page through this." Of course, I
want people to also feel that way in a few months.
The notion of graduating from Rollins — of
completing this experience — can be frightening; the
future is uncertain and our surroundings may not be
so familiar. But one can use his or her experiences
and opportunities here as yet another building block
for the future. Just as the college will always have its
traditions, we will always have this time together.
Once we leave, we will simply strive to be the best
and create an equally unforgettable future.
Anne E. Hansford
Layout Editor
Layna Mosley
Features Editor
The commencement of May 1890, the first at Rollins, was held in Knowles Hall.
If graduated two students, Clara Louise Guild and (da Mae Missildine.

Rollins at night, from across Lake Virginia. The garden located between Knowles
Chapel and the Annie Russell Theater.
All pliols this pajfe by C. ttnfly
(n 1915, Rollins students reorganized the
Intercollegiate Prohibition Association.
day or
night...
it's an
experience
like no
other.
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All photos this page by C. Hagy.
The Class of 1918 was the largest to date
If consisted of eight graduates.
Rollins
Expeii
lizabeth Tigett. and a friend visit Jim Morrison's grave
Garret Goss and
Noelle Nielsen dive
on the Great
Barrier Reef
during the
Melbourne.
Australia program.
Until the creation of the Tomokan in 1917, the last
issue of the Sandspur served as a yearbook.
nces
the World
Grant Calder.
a former Rollins
student , a friend,
and Collin Wilson
enjoy a ni^ht out
in Paris during
Collin's semester at
the American
Univeristy there.
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Rollins* original school color was rose-Pink oleander. In 1895, the Sandspur
actively lobbied and had the colors changed to blue and gold.
Alice B. Acree, '42
Acree came to Rollins in
1940 when Dr. Hamilton Holt
offered her a teaching fellowship
as Assistant Director of Women's
Physical Education. While here,
she taught P.E. and conducted
women's intrasorority sports and
finished her B.A. in Human Rela-
tions.
She fondly remembers
Rollins as "heaven." She had
never been to Florida, but fell in
love with the campus, the
atomosphere, the student body
and professors, the lush out-
doors, the lakefront, and the
Rollins community. She recalls
the slogan of the 1940s: "A boy
for every girl and a canoe for
every couple." In 1943, she mar-
ried her "boy," Edwin B. Acree Jr.
and they have lived "happily ever
after."
Acree concludes, "Rollins
College was good to me, and I'll
always remember the joy and love
of my college days at Rollins."
The Alfond Boathouse, dedicated in 1990, provides equipment for
sailing, canoeing, and skiing on Lake Virginia.
The lake may be desolate on cold afternoons or crowded on sunny
weekends, but it has always been an important part of Rollins life.
/^^x Since girls were not allowed to row alone, taking a date rowing was a popular
(((10))) recreational activity. Rowing was absolutely prohibited on Sunday. In 1893,
Rex Beach was suspended for allegedly violating that rule.
Senior Kelly Weidner and 1991 graduate Todd
Lasota. engaged in January 1992.
More
Rollins
couples
who have
found
their
The Annie Russell Theater opened in 1932. The
tirst production was Browning's In a Balcony.
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Kalee Kreider, Dan Martinez, and Gwen Garrett share a friendly embrace.
Layna Mosley, Nicole Hollett, Debbie Pappas, and Tori Doney pose
amid Christmas decorations.
Both Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S Truman were
awarded honorary degrees by Hamilton Holt.
How could we forget the rain...
Dave Stegmiller and Joe Caputo enjoy a day ol" skiing on Lake Virginia.
Bill Gridley and Jennifer Goblisch get ready to go out
dancing.
i
Anne Hansford and Pete Beaudette share a few
minutes together.
Anthony Perkins, a.k.a. Norman Bates,
attended Rollins from 1950 to 1953.
Members of the commencement procession leave Knowles
Memorial Chapel following the Baccalaureate Service.
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Rollins College offers a
Senior year that can be both
exciting and terrifying at the
same time. It is exciting
because after all of the
questions about what you'll
do after Commencement,
you begin to think that yes,
this is going to be a new
beginning, a new chapter, in
life. At the same time it is
very frightening. It doesn't
always help when Career
Services is constantly
dropping little notes in your
campus box with the big
words, "No Jobs in '92!" All
together the experiences
that Rolllins has given the
graduating class have
prepared us through
education and mental and
spiritual growth to face both
the exciting and the
terrifying with open minds.
The 'unforgettable' Rollins
experience creates in each
of us the ability to face
whatever challenges arise in
the years to come.
Unforgettable
31 «
Tiffany Beurle
Politics
Anne Billingsley
Psychology
Kirby Binder Andrew Blackmon Christine Bloom
Politics Psychology International Relations
Amy Knapp, Serena Schwartz, Colby Grimes, Nina Bradley, and Mimi Flinn dress up for the KKG-Phi Delt
Mock Halloween Party.
Tina Capodilupo Carmine Cappuccio Heidi Carlisle
Art History Economics
Dawn Carpenter
Elementary Education
Sally Caton
English
Morgen Cesarano
English
Amy Chinnery
Mathematical Science
Shawn College
Economics/Env. Studies
Allison Conner
Psychology
Karin Cordes
Economics
Cara Crowley
Art History
Melinda Crowley
Anthropology/Sociology
Georgia Collimore
Sociology
Laura Cross
Foreign Languages
Amy Curran
Politics
Carlos Menacho and his dog Lancelot Kristen Kletke and Shelly Anderson
The Senior Experience
Michael Cushing Pete D Angelo Riki DAnna
Psychology Economics Anthropology
Alex Dank
Elementary Education
Chip Deklyn III
Philosophy
Jessica Dixon
Psychology
Robin Davis
English
Francisco Dayao
Economics
David DiGiacomo
Economics
Jason Dimitris
Politics
Ralph Doering III
History
Helene Doyle
Computer Science
Shelly Drakes John Dukes Brit Eaton
Anthropology Psychology Environmental Studies
Lauren Ehrenberg Jason Evans Danielle Farese
Elementary Education Environmental Studies Psychology
Steve Farrelly
International Relations
Emily Finegold
Sociology
Erin Foley
Elementary Education
Jennifer Foley
Politics
Chan Ta Galloway-Rivers
Theater Arts
Gwen Garrett
American Studies
Kristi Forrester
Biology
Sheri Gans
Economics
Anthony Gelsomino
Theater Arts
Kathryn Fuller
Sociology
Patrice Games
Philosophy
Jennifer Goblisch
Theater Arts

Cecilia Green
Economics
Suzanne Green
English
Michael Gregory
Politics
Frank Hernandez Michael Hernandez Jennifer Holcomb
Biology English Economics

"My most unforgettable moment at Rollins was getting hypnotized by Tom
Deluca during my junior year. At the end, I was dancing solo on stage for ten
minutes. Strangers would come up to me and ask me about it all of the time.
Then, this year, a guy stopped me and asked if ( had been hypnotized last year.
When I answered that I had, he replied, "I did not see it, because I am a
freshman, but my brother was a senior here last year and he told me about
it."
-Kriya Lendzion
Kari Larsen
English
Kendra Lasher
Elementary Education
Kriya Lendzion
Sociology
Danny Martinez Michele Martinez
Theater Arts
Hillary Matthews
Theater Arts
Malon Meredith Kelly Miller Jennifer Mook
Area Studies Elementary Education Psychology
Skipper Moran Ana Moreira Devita Mosley
Politics International Relations/ Sociology
French
Pamela Orthwein
Elementary Education
Alejandra Padin
French
Chris Park
Susan Stewart and Meredith Ezrine.
Maria Pino Jr
Economics/Spanish
Andrew Piros
Economics
Jennifer Poynter
Psychology
Tracie Pough
Sociology
David Preaus
Economics
Barbara Povalski
Politics
Kristin Preble
Religious Studies
Maria Quijada
Economics
Amy Ragg
Elementary Education
Chuck Resha
Economics
Jennifer Rhodes
Theater Arts
Chad Richard
Economics
"My 'unforgettable*
moments at Rollins
have been a lot of
'firsts* - my first day
of Orientation, the
first Student Life
Summit my first
Fox Day, my first
trip to Border Cantina
my first day as
StudentGovernmenf
President, time
spent with my
'first* friends, and my
first visit to the
family free. While
none of us leave with
all good memories,
we leave with
memories shaped by
our love of Rollins
College and an
unforgettable four
years."
-Skipper Moran
Wendy Richard
Environmental Studies
Joel Rifkin
Environmental Studies
James Ashton and Kerry Hansen
Jasmin Rios
Spanish
Michelle Rodriguez
Elementary Education
Scarlett Rooney Hillary Root
Biology
Andreas Rosendahl Andrew Ross
Anthropology
Mary Cullen Rosato
English
"Our most memorable
moments would have to
be Playing Fox Day Roulette.
Four years of Playing, and
we still lose every time.
That*s not so bad, but it
gets pretty expensive when
you start Playing the first
week of fall semester.
Special thanks to ABC,
Waring Blenders, and our
very own ice maker...head
for the mountains every
chance you get."
-Dave Di Giacomo
and Rich Tagg
Steven Rotz
Economics
Lorrie Roy
Psychology
Blanca Ruiz Maria Ruiz Sandy Sanders
International Relations Biology International Relations
Jonathan Sellman Leigh Sigman Stella Skodnik
Politics History/ Politics

"With tensions at an all time high
for finals, ( invited all house
members of Lyman Lodge to my
room for the 'Magnificienf
Midnight Study Cake-
Break/
Needless to say, all that responded
were delighted and grateful for
my hospitality.
As they filtered in near the
witching hour, ( excused myself
under the auspices of rounding
up the stragglers. Kafherine and
Kafo were busily crunching the
old copies of fheSandspur into
tight little paper balls. We quickly
rounded up the Pillows from all
the vacant and yet unguarded
rooms. The pillows were
hidden as the cases were
stuffed with the newly
made and extremely articulate
padding. The redesigned
headrests were strategically
replaced in the exact condition
Phi Mu Seniors get ready for one last Women's Rush
i
Emily Speers
Anthropology
Mary Springstead
Creative Art
Tracy Stetson
Creative Art
Sally Stevens
Environmental Studies
Susan Stewart
Sociology
Marianne Sturken Richard Tagg
Art History Economics/Politics
in which they were Pilfered, so as
not to alarm the wary.
Back in my room, the party had begun
without me, as the hungry greedily
devoured the four dollar cake that had
successfully lowered their defenses.
Following the many thank-yous that (
received, I waited for the fun to
begin. Throughout the night, one
after another exhausted student
clicked off the light, crawled info bed,
and thumped a tired head down on
what used to be a soft, welcoming
Pillow. The fun continued throughout
the night as each victim laughed his
or her way to bed, only to arrive at the
same crunch.
Since he who laughs last laughs the
hardest, ( dedicate this piece to
all those who came to the
'Magnificent Midnight Study
Cake-Break/ along with a mighty
*HarumPh/"
-Jason Dimitris
Kristen Sparks and Rachel Trevison
"In the sprint of my freshman year, our baseball team earned a berth in the College
World Series: we were the first team in Rollins history to make if to the World Series...
what a way to end my first year of college baseball. The quarterfinal game was against the
University of New Haven. We Played before a crowd of 5.500, the most people ever to watch
me Play. As the designated hitter, I batted fifth, behind a senior who was to be a second round draft
Pick of the San Fransisco Giants. ( was two for three in a game that we were to lose 6-2. After the
game, with fears streaming down our faces, we walked to the outfield line, where the commissioner
awarded us with our regional trophies. Going two for three and getting that trophy, though, did not
matter to me. My goal ever since has been to return to the World Series...that would make my
senior year here truly unforgettable. I did'nt order a class ring...Pm keeping that finger open for a
World Series ring/* -Chris Mader
Wendy Weller
Economics
Brian White
Art History
Keary White
English
Ana Moreira (center) celebrates her early graduation with friends Jennifer Poynter, Jason Evans, Kara
Fuller, David Boudreau, Mary Cullen Rosato, and Sally Stevens.
Kimberly Williams
Foreign Languages
Suzanne Williams
English
Sherri Wood
Classical Studies
Til never forget learning 'Rollins (ingo'for people, Places, and
things...*Thad,* 'Beans,* and the *face book/**
C.C. Green
Vandy Woods
Elementary Education
Rebecca Wright
Environmental Studies
Jennifer Yago
Latin American Studies
Nicholas Yerkes
Sociology
Mi Youn
Music
Pamela Zortman
Art History
Congratulations Seniors
Kristin Kletke and friends. Skipper Moran, Jeanie Infante and Bill Gridley.

Class of 1995
(n September 1 99 1 , a class of 402 first year students began their
Rollins experience. They came from 40 states and eight countries, with a
record-breaking forty two percent claiming Florida as their home state.
During their first week, these students participated in variousOrientation
activities, from Playfair tothe required standardized tests.
After a few weeks, they had become part of the Rollins community,
socializing at Cornell between classes, strolling down Park Avenue, and
becoming involved in various organizations.
Most would agree that their memories of the first year at Rollins are the
most unforgettable...
Alfredo Aleman
Todd Baker
Megan Baldwin
Kyle Ban-
Michael Barton
Stephanie Bashar
Jenepher Battit
Nora Bingenheimer
Tiffany Black
Lucrecia Blair
Jason Blazer
Xander Borsoi
iDerek Boorn
Mac Bornhauson
Alexandre Braune
Brandon Brown
Chad Bundy
Bethany Mattison, Cindy Karlovec, Lori Olmsted, Tirrikah Burse,
Christine Conway, and Krisi Krapf.
Tirrikah Burse
John Butera
Ian Butler
Jennifer Candee
Scott Carlton
Tyler Carlson
Scott Chaisson
Karen Chapman
John Chewning
51
William Christiansen
Nicole Cirrito
Valerie Cloran
Suzanne Coelingh
Neil Cohen
Stephanie Cohen
Alex Collins
Christine Conway
Stacy Corley
Keelin Cummings
Shana Spak and Briana Solomon
Christopher Curtis
Daniel Dandurand
Tabatha Danis
Melissa Dent
Julie Depue
Lawrence Devine
Trey Eckles
Joelle Edgecombe
Rob Emerson
Nicole Cirrito and Lacey O'Donnell
Thomas Ennis
i.J I
Jennifer Farmer
Ryan Fitzpatrick
Colleen Fleharty
Sally Fleischmann
if
Elizabeth Folger
Jesse Fortner
Melissa Franklin
Peter Freeman
53
Mary Fournier
Andy Godley
Scott Gould
Geoff Graham
Carter Gray
William Green
Jody Greenstein
Jennifer Griffith
Ingrid Hamann
Chris Harding
Christopher
Henderson
Frantesha
Henderson
Janie Burley and Melanie Busey
Teresa Hernandez
David Herzog
Matthew Hoeske
Emily Hulley
1 J
Kimberly Hurley
Byron Hurst
Brian Hylander
Dennis Imbody
Jenney Izzo
Gary Jackson
Cynthia Karlovec
Heather Kaye
55
Michael Kerr
Heather Kerst
Elizabeth Kessler
Max Kiejzik v4
Krisi Krapf
Derek Landry
Jason Lemansky
Luis Levy
Roland Lewis
Torrie Macdonald
Syed Malik
Poupak Marashi
Lymari Marin
56
Christine Conway, Tirrikah Burse, Suzanne Faloni, Nikki Burgess, Hunter
Payne, Shana Spak, and Heather Payne
iBethany Mattison
Christy McArthur
Jennifer McBrair
Natasha McGrath
Matthew McLean
Kristen McNamara
Cary McWhorter
John Meis
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Manuel Mendoza
Torrie MacDonald, Megan Baldwin, Erica Veit, Sally
Stevens, Sophia Zetterland, Caroline Futch, Grady Miars
as Santa, Jolie Sester, Emily Hulley, and Linda Sitek
Luke Miller
Kimberly Millette
Scott Moore
Melissa Morton
Karl Mueller
Garnet Naratil
Julie Ann Neubaum
Christi
Neuenschwander
Lori Olmsted
Ileana Palmieri
Cynthia Pascual
Nelsy Perez
Shawn Pistor
Patricia Policei
Michael Porco
Vivian Blanchard in Guatemaala over Winter term.
Ixchelle Queeley
Luciana Raad
Katrina Reed
Kimberly Reed
Margieric Rivera
Andrew Roman
Elizabeth Ross
Richard Rowan
Robert Romano
Mark Rowe
Roy Russo
Gregory Sager
William Salzwedel
Chris Sameth
Douglas Satzman
Jennifer Schaefer
Karen Schatz
Dan Girse and Geoff Graham
Leslie Schutz
Keri Sengbusch
Jolie Sester
Elizabeth Shahade
Lisa Shenker
Jessica Smith
Briana Solomon
Julie Soule
Joe Stachkunas
Tara Stadelmann
Seana Staley
Anne Stone
Luke Taylor
Marianne Taylor
Rafael Torrueila
Nicole Trigo
Tenaya Tynes
First year students, Scott Gould and Kurt Wells
return to their dorms following lunch at Beans
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Bethany Mattison, Krisi Krapf, and
Tirrikah Burse
Cristine Urban
Arvind Vakam
Mari Varnado
William Vaughan
Erica Veitt
Peyton Waggener
Catherine Weibel
Johanna Weiss
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A bunch of wild and crazy McKean girls
hang out in the hallway.
Kurt Wells
Cristina Whitehouse
Dwight Williams
Iwaine Wolfgramm
Lee Wong
Mary Worthen
Terra Wright
Sophia Zetterlund
Class Of 1994
Some people have described the sophomore year as being the most difficult one of
their four years in college. Still others say, "That's when students start to set an
attitude/* Either way, sopjomores return to Rollins in September feeling like they
get to be part of the 'returning student population/ and they can describe people by
saying, "I know him. He lived down the hall from me when ( was a freshman/* Of
course, sophomores also face a variety of challenges. After returning home for
the summer, they must get reaccusfomed to the food and the lifestyle at Rollins.
At the same time comes the chance for friends who have been separated for three
months to catch up. Meanwhile, sophomores know they are finally "settled in/*
and many use this year as a time to become involved in various organizations. In
April, at the second year of college nears a close, students must go to the
Registrar's office and fill out a "Declaration of Major** form. It is often then that
they remember why they came to Rollins.
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Jeffery Abar
Nelson Alexander
Roger Alilin Jr.
Michelle Anderson
f
K. Scott Andrews
Christina Apathy
James Argeros
Bartley Argo
Shona Autrey
Victoria Bakshi
Deanna Bartsch
—Nathan Baxter
Joseph Beck
Dominique Behrens
Nicole Berg
Noelle Bither
Lousie Bodack
Reid Boren
David Both
Stephanie Bothwell
Rick Briggs
Chad Brown
Mark Brown
Ginger Bryant
Maria Bryant
^^^^
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Michelle Fowler, Abby Drozdal, Robianne Mackin, and
Suzanne Graham celebrate their initiation into Chi Omega.
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Chata Dickson, Carol Picton, and
Amy Marinari
Stacey Burnett
Meredith Carlisle
Vanessa Carroll
Morgan Catherwood
Jonathan Charlson
Elizabeth Cook
James Crouse
John Curtis
t I
P.J. O'Donnell and Pete Bok
Anna Cruz
Todd Davenport
Cydney Davis
Ab Dear Jr.
Veronica Delatorre
Amy Denison
Chata Dickson
Brendan Donovan
Tamara Duffy
Audrey Duke
Katie Edwards
Monique Elias
George El-Rani
Amy Eslick
S. Matthew Evans
Julie Fletcher
Cindi Fox
Anne Francis
% t
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Curtis Sanders, Chris DeJohn and Dana Blanchard
Jodi Fulmer
Kellie Gardner
Kevin Garrison
Sean Gentry
Kimberly Glisker
Liz Goldhirsch
Auden Grumet
Robert Guillem
Alice Anne Hardee
Andrew Harper
John Hart
Sonja Hawkins
Daniel Hazlett
Jon Heckscher
Romy Hefner
Grace Hernandez
Geoffrey Higgins
Andrew Hill
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Sig Eps in front of their porch
Tara Hively
Christine Holden
David Hughes
Shannon Hunt
Peter Hyde
Jeannie Infante
Pete Bok, shown with a friend.
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David Melchiane
Orlando Mendoza
Erick Metzdorf
Jason Miller
Matthew Miller
Alicia Mindel
Ruth Mlecko
Lisa Moody
Jeffrey Morris
Sean Morton
Alexa Motley
Mitzi Motsinger
Pete Nelson
Jon Nesbit
Henry Nguyen
Thuytran Nguyen
Ellen O'Day
Brian O'Donnell
P.J. O'Donnell
Rachel Omo
Students enjoy Lake Virginia.
Kerri O'Neill
Liza Otzen
Ashok Padmongbhan
Danielle Palmiotto
Anik Palulian
Nicholas Panagakis
Karen Peirce
Tracy Perkins
Gavin Phipps
Carol Picton
Mark Raskow, Sara Story, Richard Mulligan, and
Melissa Mulligan
Karen Pierson
Ryan Pilla
Paul Plante Jr.
Christopher Pranel
Derek Pyne
Robert Rans
Annabelle Reed
Kimberly Reed
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Anne Hansford and Chata Dickson
Stacy Garfunkel
Amy Reynolds
Robert Rice
Penelope Richey
Valerie Rihmn
Brandon Rippeon
Rebecca Risley
Jose Rivas
Michelle Roberts
Lashalonda Robinson
Robiaun Rogers
Chata Dickson And Anne Hansford
77
Scott Rogers
John Rosquist
Darren Rothschild
Kirk Rudolph
Solomon Siegel
Aliza Silver
Doug Sinclair
Linda Sitek
Rob Sivitilli
Gayna Skidmore
Heather Smiley
Danielle Smith
Rollins Fishermen
Kara Spofford
John Steele
Alison Stroll
Nicole Sullivan
P 1
Keith Swaggart
Heather Sward
Cristina Taborga
If
Felix Tejada
x\1 /if.
Erin Thomas
Patrick Thomas
Larry Niebling, Bill McGee, and P.J. O'Donnell
Brett Thompson
Lori Thompson
Michele Turton
Adriana Valdes
80
Dexter Vanzant
ATOs celebrate a special occasion at Border Cantina
Dynelle Viosca
Daniel Voccia
Tim Waisanen
Jennifer Wamhoff
Carolyn Waterhouse
Kristina Wegman
Max Wheeler
Dan Westmoreland
Paul White-Davis
Jessica Wildsmith
Sarah Wiley
Lesley Ann Williams
Mariamara Williams
*
Amy Marinari, Carol Picton, and Romy Hefner
N >•••.
Todd Wills
Tracy Wilson
Chris Witherell
Bethany Wright
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William Wright
Joshua Wulkan
Patricia Young
David Zeller
82
Class of 1993
By the time students become Juniors, they are aware of the fact that time
spent at Rollins often tends to go by quickly. At some point, almost every
Junior faces the inevitable fact that "our time here is already half over.**
Often, the junior year is a time when students elect to study abroad in a
variety of Places - France, Australia, Italy, Ireland, Eastern Europe, or
Mexico. For these students, the Rollins experience goes beyond Winter
Park to the corners of the world. Some Juniors begin to realize that, within
a year, they will become Seniors, and the people they once looked up to as
upperclass role models will have moved on to other Places and environments.
Others are reminded that there is but one last summer to spend as a college
student, and a store of summers to spend as part of the real world. It is
also a time to think about graduate school, about careers, and about maintaining
those friendships that were built during one's past years at Rollins.
Denise Anaskevich
Marina Aviles
Alice Barksdale
Betsy Barksdale
Michelle Beck
Todd Bequette
Daniellie Blalock
Dana Blanchard
Valerie Bonehill
Laura Brainard
Kristen Broadhead
Christopher Brown
83
Stephanie Brown
Matt Bunting
Craig Burns
Steve Caminez
Cheryl Carter
Marcia Castro
Michael Ceeere
Richard Charpentier
Scott Coarsey
Christopher Constable
Jeffrey Derose
Walter Devenne
Tamera Dew
Kimberlee Dishon
Susie Dwinell and Laura Brainard
Tori Doney
L
Donald Dorto Jr.
Tammy Duffy
Lori Dunlop
Richard Dunn
Susie Dwinell
Allison Edwards
Bethany Eidel
Carolyn Espasas
Gretchen Fernandez
85
"I'll never forget the beachtrip to Cocoa that was
part of 'Spring Thins* my freshman year. The bus
driver was an hour and a half (ate. When he finally
arrived at Rollins, his excuse was that he normally
worked for NASA and had been trying to borrow a
bus-driving uniform. We went the longest route
possible to the beach. Then, in the middle of
downtown Cocoa, our driver put the bus in park
and leapted out in order to fight with the driver who
had cut us off. After a gorgeous day in the sun, our
trip home was hysterical. Two guys were on the
microphone up front, pretending to be our
stewardesses and warning about emergency wafer
landings. Meanwhile, one passenger was sifting on
fop of the roof, our driver simply said, Xlose the
hatch, commander.' Finally, when we asked to go to
McDonald's, he drove the bus through the
restaurant's parking (of and back onto the Beeline,
saying, *We went there. Are you happy?' What a
day."
-Tori Doney
Class of 1993
Dennis Hall
Patricia Hall
Ryan Hanna
Anne Hansford
Darrell Alfieri, Amy Desvernine, Cassie Rowe, Jen Milot, and
Jane Peterson
Hugh Hawkins
T.J. Heopner
Nicole Hollett
Robert Holly
Lisa Holt
Derek Huey
f J
Amanda Jacobson
Colby Jensen
Rob Johnson
Brian Johnson
Kasshia Jones
Michael Kell
Bridget Keller
Lee Kellogg
James Kelly
Tarry Kelly
Elizabeth King
Jeffrey Kline
Milette Webber
Glenn Kroll
Anne Lacsamana
Amir Ladan
Gail Lewis
Andrew Lowe
Chris Mande
Maria Martinez
Matt McGowan
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Don McKinney
David Michail
Christina Mitchell
Donna Mollis
John Mongiovi
Robert Morris
Sean Morton
Layna Mosley
Dan Nadeau
Kirk Nalley
Paul Saenz, J. P. Kelly, and Chris Rendall
Chad Phipps
Derek Pyne
Carolyn Quetel
Tina Renes
Ryan Rose
George Roy
Paul Saenz
Curtis Sanders
Christopher Sanger
Dara Schapiro
Stacy Sharp
David Shepard
Melissa Smith
Jordan Snider
Stacey Sonrhog
Kurt Spero
Janel Stover
Jason Tanner
Lauren Tedder
Dierdre Thanski
Christine Fournier and April Walters
Jennifer Tufford
Albert Tyree
Tim Van Laere
Mercer Walton
Robert Washick
Peggy Webster
Laura Brainard and Diane Doucette
Robert Wilson
Jo Wellman
Louis Woessner
David Wolf
n
Wendy Yonfa
Hoyf Edge, Jean Edge, and Ed Cohen
at a reception during Hoyt Edge s
first year as a professor at
Rollins.
administration
Admissions: D. Erdmann, Dean; R. Aker, J. Alexander, B. Archer, E. Busch, S. Linville,
S. Schillinger, P. Simonds, S. Smith, J. Soueidan, T. Sutton, K. Weatherford Affirmative
Action and Diversity Programs: J. Bell, Director; S. Moody Alumni: S. Geisler, Executive
Director; G. Carter, S. Combs, D. Johnson, M. Prime Archives and Special Collections:
K. Reich, Head; G. LaFramboise Bach Festival Office: J. Woodbury Business and
Auxiliary Services: J. Ehrlich, Director; M. Blose, Copy Center Coordinator, K. Deans,
Purchasing Agent; D. Dodgion, Telecommunications Manager; A. Gaumline, Warehouse
Supervisor; J. Bartlett, R. DeZwart, C. Gailey, B. Kane, E. Langley, M. Perry, D. Weeks
Career Services: B. Poole, Director; J. Gallagher, W. Russell, G. Santiago, M. Wells
Center for Lifelong Education: R. Bommelje, Director; B. Erwin, M.J. Lowe, F. Randazzo,
R. Wood Chapel Services: A. Wettstein, Director; M. Brooks, C. Callahan, J. Granberry
College Relations: L. Humes, Associate Vice President; J. Harrington, L. Perkins,
M. Wismar-Davis Cornell Fine Arts Museum: A. Blumenthal, Director; M.A. Bowie,
R. Colvin, M. Evans, R. Sontag Counseling Program: A. Dye, Chair; S. Cooney, A. Heath,
B. Hensel, S. Pins, M. Shafe Dean of the College: S. Neilson, Dean; S. Allen, Associate
Dean; G. Chandler-Gumbs, J. Luckett, S. Rivera, T. Tambascia, D. Wyche Dean of the
Faculty: J. Straumanis, Dean; K. Beverly, B. Gibson, C. Wainman Development and
Vice President's Office: W. Johnson, Vice President; E. Brothers, Associate Vice
President; C. Wood, Donor Relations Director; D. Cassinelli, Research Director; S. Shaw,
Rollins Fund Director; M. Cutillar, C. D'Orto, M. Dudgeon, C. Gill,J.Henry, E. Morales,
M. Needham, L. Sain, B. Smetheram, T. Strollo, E. Zets
This year, Residential
Life moved from
Carnegie Hall to
the first floor of
Mckean Hall.
Here, Skipper Moran
and Tere Levy
utilize the new
facilities.
administration
Finance Office: D. Luebbers, Associate Vice President and Comptroller; K. Laws,
Accounts Payable Coordinator; L. Cucci, Bursar; F. Dayao, Counselor; L. Heckman,
Accountant; C. Simkin, Manager; K. Aguiar, R. Boger, V. Callan, M. Chewning.
H. Crossley, C. Gibson, C. Leahy, A. Shupe, D. Stockman Florida Interacademic
Consortium: A. Grant, Director Greenhouse: S. Stewart, Coordinator
International Programs: J. Wemhoener, Director; K, Aziz Lakeside Health and
Counseling Services: J. Provost, Director; M. Adard, M. Freeman, S. Kurth, A. Leibin,
V. Mcmillan Media Services: M. MacDonald, Head; P. Hale, C. Roller Olin
Library: G. Grant, Director; J. Belz, Head of Public Services; T. Sebright, Head of
Technical Services; M. Black, J. Bloodworth, M. Bryant, D. Cohen, L. Crouse,
D. Gray, S. Green, P. Haley, C. Johnson, D. Kucklick, D. Liu, E. McClellan,
M. McElroy, C. McFarland, L. McKnight, L. Phillips, K. Strickland, S. Wiegard,
S. Wyatt Personnel Services: M. Martinez, Director; M. Aponte, R. Hunter,
M. Oakes, V. Torres Physical Plant (Administration): T. Wells, Director; L. Hale,
W. Morse, N. Van Rooy, C. Winkle, F. Wooden Post Office: A. Hutchings, B. Owens,
A. Redding, R. Thiebault President's Office: R. Bornstein, President; L. Kyle,
C. Ryan Provost: D. Marcell, Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost;
C. A. Carlson, D. Moseley Registrar: E. Hobbs-Lannen, Registrar; L. Davenport,
J. Hatton, C. Hoblick, J. Persons, B. Tormey Residential Life: M. Lawrence,
Director; J. Brown, L. Gentry, J. Strage, G. Vance Skills Development:
K. Appleby, M. Oglo Student Activities: L. Hamilton, Director; R. Jackson
Student Financial Planning: L. Downing, Director; D. Brooks, S. Darling, D. Gossett,
P. Maticka, M. Prewitt Sullivan House: J. Langfitt, Director; M. Pounds Talent Search
Program: U. Lugo, Director Treasurer's Office: L. Morrell, Vice President; C. Holt,
S. Witherell Upward Bound: U. Lugo, Director; B. Moore, C. Turke W.P.R.K.:
P. Viau, Manager; K. Stephens Writing Center: W. Brandon, Acting Director; T. Morris,
T. Y. Papay; N. Marshall
administration
President Rita Bornstein, inaugurated April, 1991. James Bell, Director of Affirmative Action.
"My most unforgettable memory of Rollins was when my second
child was born with a serious birth defect. The staff at Rollins rallied
around me like family. They brought food, words of encouragement,
and lots of love/*
-Linda Downing
Student Financial Planning
Art: R. Lemon, Department Chair; H. Hallam, T. Peterson, R. Larned; S. Engert Music:
J. Sinclair, Department Chair; W. Gallo, E. LeRoy, S. Lackman, B. Runnels; S. Throm
Theatre Arts and Dance: J. Nassif, Department Chair; D. Amlund, C. Rodgers, R. Sherry,
R. Juergens, M. Shafer, J. Storer; M. Allen, C. Eller, K. Griffen
expressive arts
Every year members of the Rollins
campus and citizens of Winter Park
come together to celebrate "the
arts/* Five Plays are produced in
the Annie Russell Theatre each year,
and every January the Playwrifes*
Festival is held in the Fred Stone
Theatre. Moreover, each fall the
Rollins campus serves as the host
for the Winter Park Autumn Art
Festival, while activities such as the
Diversify Celebration sponsored by
the Cultural Action Committee bring
artists of different cultures and
lifestyles to campus.
Winter Park Autumn Art Festival, 199 1
.
"My most memorable experience at Rollins has been (earning to work with
peer writing consultants and seeing them as friends, colleagues, fellow
professionals. ( was able to introduce them to professional conferences
and to have the privilege of seeing them recognized nationally for their
work/* -Twila Yates Papay
Professor of English/Writing
Richard Lima, Chair of the Foreign Languages
Department.
Wendy Brandon, Acting Director of the
Writing Center.
Alan Nordstrom, right believes that since he
arrived here in 1970, "students have become
smarter, more eager to learn, more inclined
to think clearly for themselves, more generous,
tolerant, and kindly. It's amazing!"
humanities
English: M. O'Sullivan, Department Chair; W. Brandon, B. Carson, B. Chow, E. Cohen
L. Couch, R. Curb, M. Dunn, J. Edge. D. McGraw, T. Morris, A. Nordstrom, T.Y. Papay,
P. Pastore, S. Phelan, T. Seymour, R. Starling, J. West, S. Zimmerman; K. Slater
Foreign Languages: R. Lima, Department Chair; A. Aoguslawski, E. Borsoi, N. Decker,
J. Francis, M. Greene, I. Gorrell, R. Kerr, P. Lancaster, R. Lima, H. Lopez-Lival, P. Marshall,
R. Mesavage; N. Benouali, J. Wood Philosophy and Religion: A. Wettstein, Department
Chair; M. Chapman, T. Cook, H. Edge, Y. Greenberg, T. Lorraine; D. Lynn Women's
Studies: R. Curb, Coordinator; C. Lauer
Bush Science Center, home of
the math and natural sciences
departments, was built in 1969
and houses 38 teaching and
research laboratories. Since
the mid-1 980*s major grants
have allowed the college to
improve its resources for
science by adding a tissue
culture lab, ultra-centrifuge,
mass spectrometers, an
electrochemistry system, a
Fourier-Transform spectrometer,
and microeletronics equipment.
Rollins' science departments are used even for identifying
interesting reptiles, such as this Eastern Worm snake.
math and sciences
Biology: S. Klemann, Department Chair; P. Coleman, E. Gregory, D. Richard, E. Scheer,
J. Schmalstig, J. Small; G. Jones, P. McLemore, S. Stewart Chemistry: L. Eng-Wilmot,
Department Chair; P. Bernal, E. Blossey, T. Deal, B. Ramsey; B. Beverley, B. McDougall
Computer Science Program: D. Child, Coordinator; L. Holt, J. Miyashita Environmental
Studies: B. Allen, Department Chair; J. Siry, B. Stephenson; M. Bartlett Mathematical
Sciences: D. Kurtz, Department Chair; M. Anderson, J. Bowers, D. Child, G. Child,
C. Dee, Y. Latushkin, J. Miyashita, R. Vitray, J. Wahab; G. Hidalgo Physics: J. Ross,
Department Chair; R. Carson, D. Griffin, R. Jones; J. Harvey-Fossitt
Anthropology: P. Pequeno Rossi, Department Chair; M. Cruz, C. Lauer, R. Moore,
M. Stewart; H. Byrd Applied Quantitative Systems: H. Kypraios, Department Chair
Fall and Winter; R. Ray, Department Chair Spring; W. Hepburn, B. West, G. Winarski;
E. Rubinstein Economics: H. Kypraios, Department Chair; W. Hales, C, Rock,
E. Schutz, C. Skelley, R. Steen, K. Taylor; S. Miller Education and Human Development:
L. DeTure, Department Chair; S. Cooney, L. Cotanche, A. Dye, A. Heath, B. Hensel,
D. Latta, N. McAleer, S. Pins, M. Shafe; M. Grabach History: B. Levis, Department
Chair; E. Harrell, C. Higgs, J. Lane, G. Williams Latin American and Carribean
Affairs (LACA): P. Pequeno Rossie, Coordinator Organizational Communication:
G. Gardner, Department Chair Fall; M. Newman, Department Chair Winter and Spring;
L. Burleson, D. Rogers, W. Schmidt, K. White-Mills; E. Rubinstein Politics: L. Greyson,
Department Chair; D. Davison, J. Davison, R. Foglesong, T. Lairson, L. Valdes Psychology:
J. Upson, Department Chair Fall; R. Ray, Department Chair Winter and Spring; S. Carnahan,
M. Farkash, J. Houston, S. Mclntire, M. Ruiz, R. Smither, R. Thompson, M. Wruble;
C. Cramer, A. Honaker, M. Lugo, N. Mitchell, L. Tristram Sociology: L. Glennon,
Department Chair; M. McCormack, E. Royce, L. Van Sickle; H. Byrd
social sciences
Jack Lane, below, will never forget, "the first
time I walked info the Student Center, with
its ceiling fans and palm Plants, and seeing
it full of faculty and students sitting at
tables enjoying each other's company."
Dr. Lairson takes a break from politics to practice
his volley in a faculty game against students.
Bookstore: D. Henson, Manager; J. Braungart, N. Lunger, R. Nutter, H. Shedden, C. Waltz,
L. Wilbur Campus Safety: T. Nelson, Director; M. Drakes, L. Kail, P. Lioli, S. Meadows,
D. Murphy, E. Rodriquez, S. Rowe, E. Tolos Physical Plant (Custodial): F. Wooden, Assistant
Director; M. Allen, W. Berkmeyer, E. Brown, W. Callan, A. Dessow, C. Ellison, A. Gifford,
A. Hall, I. Harrell, A. Lamar, C. Manigault, H. Patterson, M. Perkins, G. Scott, R. Stevens,
G. Tanner, E. Tompkins, B. Upson, C. Walker, J. Way, H. Wheeler, L. Williams Physical
Plant (Grounds Maintenance): W. Morse, Manager; M. Birriel, R. Boisselle, M. Boothby,
W. Cooley, K. Erlewein, W. Felder, J. Greene, T. Grether, C. Hamel, C. Kuhland, H. Quienty
Physical Plant (Maintenance): C. Wimkle, Associate Director; F. Alexander, R. Betts,
W. Biggs, R. Blankenship, R. Boston, R. Branom, S. Bray, D. Cannon, M. Drew, E. Fossitt,
D. Hondlenk, M. Isaacs, M. Johnson, H. Keller, E. Kimball, J. Lamb, D. Madison, C. Martz,
M. Maxwell, D. McRae, C. Morris, L. Rodriguez, R. Rowe, D. Stoner, M. Vasquez, D. White,
O. Wilson Post Office: A. Hutchings, B. Owens, A. Redding, R. Thiebault Residential Life
(Custodial): G. Vance, Assistant Director for Operations; M. Anderson, V. Anderson,
J. Caldwell, T. Cooper, L. Dixon, H. Edwards, A. Fox, B. Gordon, L. Hall, M. Hall, L. Hondlenk,
H. Jones, L. Jones, L. Marshall, F. Raulerson, P. Reed, C. Smith, L. Suarez, C. Talley,
M. Taylor, S. Thomas, M. Weir, O. Wilkerson, G. Williams
staff
Federico Gil, Alfred J. Hanna Visiting
Professor in Latin American Studies,
has been teaching Winter Term classes
at Rollins for the past eight years. Susan Allen, Associate Dean of Students
unforgettable
"In the spring of 1970 1 was an unfenured, assistant professor. I'd been elected
that year to serve as one of the faculty advisors to the old student assembly, and
so I attended the special meeting called the night of the shooting at Kent State
University. Bush Auditoriom was packed with students demanding a general
strike and debating how to go about it. As the hours passed and as the rhetoric
intensified, I kept thinking about a set of papers I'd promised to grade. Finally,
the students noticed that none of the faculty or administrators had spoken, and
they began to ask us, one by one, what we thought they should do. One dean
suggested that the students go to their classes and ask that time be set aside
for discussion of "current events.*' Another asked whether students thought their
parents would want them to sit in or to prepare for their finals. When it came
my turn, I just urged students to strike if they wanted to strike and to stop wasting
time debating while four people their age were lying dead in Ohio.**
In 1988, Professors Edmondson, Lairson, Greyson, Croce, Williams, Valdes, and Foglesong
all pitched in their hands to help build Cornell Hall for the Social Sciences, their new home.
ed cohen, professor of english
Cm afraid that was the wrong thing to have said. The students realized that it
was a bit odd to be meeting according to "Robert's Rules of Order** when the country
was in chaos. The deans were Pissed at me for endorsing the very notion of a
strike. And the assembly dispersed a few moments later without passing a
resolution.
Next day, some students gathered on the Mills lawn to sing protest songs,
some took off for the beach, and some showed up for class. I read aloud a poem
by Wilfred Owen, and my students complained that they didn't think a verse
written during World War I had much to do with them. A year or so later, one
of those students was killed in the Mekong Delta. Whenever I'm in Washington,
I visit the Viet Nam Memorial and find his name inscribed there and fry to
remember what he looked (ike on May 4, 1970.
"the decline of a sense of community**
-Jack Lane, History
"the grass on Mill Lawn finally took roof: great people have replaces great people:
Beans got better: inter-departmental boundaries have changed from inpenatrable
walls to neighborly back fences**
-Phil Hale, Media Services
"all Spanish archecfure buildings were painted the same color: the pastel colors were
so much prettier or Pleasing**
-Janet Weidmann, class of 1942
changes in
Rollins experienced many changes during
1991 and 1992. Beans burned, Res Life
got a new home in McKean, Campus
Safety started enforcing some long ignored
rules, and we had to say goodbye to some
great people such as Mike Young, Mike
Lawrence, and Lucy Hamilton.
ar
M
Mike Lawrence before his departure.
Construction on new offices for Residential Life gave
the department a new home in McKean.
"major capital improvements: Olin Library, Cornell Social Sciences, moving Fred Stone
Theater, new Walk of Fame, Mills Center, Pinehurst, Boathouse; a lot of new bureaucracy
and red tape, but systems are more fair to students and staff**
-Linda Downing, Student Financial Planning
"growth of student initiative and organization; increased infwllecfual interaction
between faculty and students: greater student access to computers; greater campus
commitment to writing as a process and respecting the need for peer collaboration**
-Twila Yates Papay, English
the academic experience
academic
The Annie Russell Theatre and Knowles Memorial Chapel, designed
by Ralph Adams Cram the designer of buildings at Notre Dame, West
Point, and Williams College, celebrate their 60th anniversery this
year.
Anthony Perkins. a.k.a. Norman Bates, Buddy Ebsen, of Vaudville
and The Beverly Hillbillies, and Dana Ivey, of Broadway s Driving
Miss Daisy and the Christmas hit The Addams Family, are all
Rollins alumni.
Physics professor Donald Griffin has spent the last ten summers
researching nuclear fusion at Oak Ridge National Laboratories,
while Dr. Douglas Child was able to use a $200,000 National
Science Foundation grant to develop an interactive computer
program for teaching calculus.
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Thanks for
all the work
you do to
make Rollins
the best it
can be!
Administrators talk with fire-fighters following the Beans fire.
highlights
Because there both a night school, the Hamilton Holt School, and
a graduate school, the Roy E. Crummer School of Business,
incorporated into the Rollins campus, Rollins College is not
considered to be a liberal arts school but instead is considered
to be a comprehensive college. Moreover, Rollins is
continually ranked as one of the top five comprehensive
colleges in the nation.
The Johnson Center for Psychology contains a sleep and dream
analysis lab, an animal behavior lab with computer-controlled
learning stations, and microsurgery facilities used by students
studying neuropsychology as well as by residents of the
Orlando Regional Medical Center.
dedicated to the memory of
John W. McCall
who served Rollins College as an
Assitant Professor of Business
Administration
from 1 976 until his death on
November 11, 1991
The 1 940 Rollins football team was undefeated,
beating the University of Miami, one of their
three opponents, 7-0.
Carmine Cappuccio. #17, swings for a hit during an afternoon game at Alfond Stadium. Cappuccio
returned after a 1991 knee injury and was one of 90 players selected to try out for the 1992 Olympic
baseball team. In 1989, he led the Tars to their first NCAA II World Series berth in modern days. In
1990, he reached the top of several single-season record charts for the Tars, leading in most games
played, most hits, highest batting average, and most doubles; at the start of the 1992 season,
he also topped the record book with his career batting average.
You've got to believe Fred Seymour
Mike Cole, #26, pitches to his opponent as
Mike Cecere, #12, receives the fastball.
Chris Mader reaches for a ground ball at third base.
Men's Baseball
HHHH9HHIHHHHHHHHHHHH -
Front Row: Frank DiGiovanni, Tony Rich, Ray Fernandez, Fred Seymour, Matt Scales, David
Stegmiller, Joe Caputo, Kevin Garrison. Second Row: Todd Deibel, Pat Kennedy, Robert Crews,
Matt Smith, Mark Lanza, John Brocket, Gregg Smyth, Jorge Perez, Rocky Contreras, Mike Cecere.
Top Row: Coaches: John Fulgham, Al Iosue. Keith Jones, Carmine Cappuccio, Chip DeKlyn, Neil
Zelkin, Mitch Stringer, Bill Jacobs, Mike Cole, Chris Mader, Coaches: Butch Wynegar, Jim Horvath

Junior David Wolf prepares to sink a Coach Tom Klusman plans the team's offensive strategy
shot against the University of Tampa. during a time out.
Men's Basketball
Front Row: John Steele, Dexter Vanzant, Derek Thurston, Steve Rotz,
Walter Devenne, Mike Holmes, Trevis Certo. Back Row: Assistant Coach
Chip Morris, Head Coach Tom Klusman, David Wolf, Paul Shipe, Greg
Sager, Andre Green, Dennis Hall, Derek Burrell, Chad Phipps, Assistant
Coach Bobby Hewitt, Assistant Coach Kyle Frakes.
Senior Steve Rotz scored
215 points and made
84.5% of freethrows during
the regular season. This
year, the Tars set a school
record for most wins in a
season.
Away 4-2
Senior Tammy Lewis drives for a lay-up against Florida Institute of Technology
.
Stephanie Brown shoots for a
three-pointer.
Front Row: Andrea Hobson, Manager, Jennifer Tufford, Stephanie Brown,
Kathy Warner, Tammy Duffy, Shannon Schmidt, Krissy Wegman, Priscilla
Witten. Back Row: Head Coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr., Assistant Coach Peggy
Glass, Lyn Waterhouse, Kellie Gardner, Alexa Motley, Ellen O'Day, Kim
Dishon, Kendra Lasher, Dawn Henderson, Trina Skinner, Assistant Coach
Eddie Cole.
Women's Basketball
"We had a tough schedule, but by the end of
the season we were Playing well and, hopefully,
next season, our record will reflect our hard
work/* -Kellie Gardner
Outstanding seniors Kathy Warner and Tammy Lewis,
both starters since their freshman year.
Junior Ellen O'Day takes a shot.

Rollins Cheerleading
Bottom(Lto R): Rebecca Peele, Stacey Burnett, Fran Grasso, Bartly Argo,
Terra Wright. Across top(L to R): Jen Janette, Lisa Holt, Susan Harp,
Cynthia Pascual, Lyette Thuson.
Members of the 1991-1992
Rollins Men's Crew team
include: Alfredo Aleman
Chris Allen, Kirby Binder
Martha Cannon, Donn
Flipse, Peter Freeman,
Donald Griffin, John Hart,
Gary Jackson, Scott Jansen,
Michael Kell, Brendan
McGill, David Melhiono,
Shawn Pistor, Kimberly
Reed, Chip Rupured,Richard
Scobee, Michael Spitzmiller,
Joseph Stachkunas,
Nicholas Yankosky, Coach
Dave Neal. Rowing against Jacksonville University, the men's crew team finished first .
Men fs Crew
118
Rollins places first in thier race against University of Central Florida.
Members of the 1991-1992
Rollins Women's Crew team
include: Joanne Bowlby,
Tina Capudilupo, Shelley
Charron, Leslie Gnadinger,
Suzanne Grantham, Heather
Klinger, Catherine Maresi,
Bethany Mattison, Heather
Peroni, Heidi Reinstein,
Valerie Rihm, Lorna
Salomon, Julie Scar,
Briana Solomon, Seana
Staley, Jennifer Stults,
Cristina Whitehouse, Coach
Dave Neal .
Members of the women's crew team gather before a race.
Women's Crew
DO
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V 90
Junior Alejandro Cubina paces himself for a difficult race ahead.
Members of the 1991-1992
Rollins Cross-country
team include: Matt
Bunting, Todd Bequette,
Fran Dayao, Patrick
Thomas, Alejandro
Cubina, Maria Pina,
Dianna Rudolf, Coach Don
Cook.
Rollins Cross-countrv
Senior Fran Dayao trains intensively.
f
3
Junior Matt Bunting practices hard prior to
the conference meet.
*- * • *
1991- 1992 Men's Golf Results
Tournament *
Stetson Invitational
Dixie Invitational
Florida St. Tourney*
Citrus Sports Assn.
Tampa Invitationl
Queens Harbor Invit
Auburn Links Invit
Finish/# of Teams
11/18
11/16
6M
Freshman David Herog lines up for his shot.
I
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Members of the 1991-1992
Rollins Men's Golf include:
Scott Carlton, Peter Carrato
Scott Chaisson, Paul
Conklin, Robert Coulman,
Travis Dickson, Matt Evens,
James Fletcher, Kenneth
Foraste, David Herzog, Andy
Hill, Sean Klotzbach,
Matthew Levy, Christopher
Sameth.
Freshman David Herog prepares for a putt.
Freshman Travis Dickson watches the ball Sophmore Matt Evens eyeballs a putt,
after a putt.
1992 Women's Golf Results
1990-1991 Small College National impions
Lfnt
Seminole Invit.
Fall Invitational
les End Ram Invit.
Pat Bradley Invitational
Invitational
eggy Kirk Bell
Invitational
Championships
Finish/
#
Lady Gat<
Spalding;
Florida
of Teams
10/14
12/17
4/12
8/10
9/12
5/18
8/11
Junior Debbie Pappas hits a long drive. Pappas was the individual Small School National
Champion in both 1990 and 1991.
Front Row: Peggy Kirk Bell, Donna
Mollis, Tori Doney, Nichole Hollett,
Head Coach Iris Schneider, Back
Row: Susan Poland, Emily Johnson,
Andrea Latina, Debbie Pappas.
Women's Golf
v a
Junior Nichole Hollett sinks a putt at Rollins'
Annual Home Tournament.
Junior Tori Doney takes a chip shot.
ai
The Rollins Sailing team departs for a practice on Lake Virginia.
Front Row: Diane Hathaway, Vivian Blanchard, Luciana Radd, Keith
Swaggart, Ignacio Brujo. Back Row: Leigh Markay, James Ramsdell,
Mary Pelham, Dave Edgell, James Ashton, Duff Saxe.
Rollins Sailing
V1991 Season Results
Florida Atlantic 1-2
Florida Southern 3-2
Eckard 3-1
Jacksonville 0-1
St. Leo 2-2
F.I.T. 0-6
USC Spartanburg 0-3
Wofford (SC) 1-3
North Florida 3-5
MetWstate (CO) 3-2
SeatuLpacific 0-3
FlaglerJK^ 3-4
Barry ^P*£ 1-2
Erskine 0-2
Tampa 1-4
UCF 0-4
Missouri-St. Louis 0-3
the ball down the field.
Sophmore Tim Waisones prepares to take on an opponent as freshman
Joe Vergilio looks on.
David Hughes defends the ball from his
opponent.
Men's Soccer
m
Doug Kriska
Senior Doug Kriska was named to
the Florida All-State team for the
third year. That team includes
players from all schools in the
state, including Division I's. He
was also named 1st Team All- SCC.
Front Row: Richard Lorenzo, Sean Morton, Kurt Wells, Neil Cohen,
Derek Laudry, Judd Lando, Scot Moore. Middle Row: Ryan Pilla, Joe
Virgilio, Peter Chavannes, Tim Waisones, Matt McGowan, Michael Kerr,
Craig McClurg, Jason Lemansky. Back Row: Head Coach Keith
Buckley, Eric Beall, Jeff DeRose, Chris Henderson, Geoff Graham, Dan
Girse, Doug Kriska, David Hughes, Steve Bence, Assistant Coach
Declan Link.
'-
Junior Dan Girse leaps to get a head on the ball.
Sophmore Judd Landow Manuevers his way down the Senior Rich Lorenzo sets up for a kick at midfield.
Sandspur field.
3.
Back Row: Courtney Thompson
Lisa Moody, Mary Worthen,
Chata Dickson, Kristy Schorer,
Alison Michaux, Coach Isreal
Ramos. Front Row: Kim
Millette, Kara Fuller, Robbianne
Mackin, Monica Hunsader, Brie
Willett.
Women's Soccer
Athletes of the Week
Sept. 18 Caroline Bone Volleyball Jan. 6 David Wolf Men's Basketball
Sept. 23 Doug Kriska Men's Soccer Jan. 13 Ellen O'Day Women's Basketball
Sept. 30 Dawn Gebhart Volleyball Jan. 20 Dexter Vanzant Men's Basketball
Oct. 7 Paul Lennicx Men's Tennis Jan. 27 Kellie Gardner Women's Basketball
Oct. 14 Brenda Nichols Waterski Feb. 3 Paul Lennicx Men's Tennis
Oct. 21 Lauren Shipley Women's Tennis Feb. 10 Tammy Lewis Women's Basketball
Oct. 28 Darren Price Men's Tennis Feb. 17 Derek Thurston Men's Basketball
Nov. 4 Matt Evens Men's Golf Feb. 24 Jim Powers Men's Tennis
Nov. 11 Trina Skinner Volleyball March 2 Steve Rotz Men's Basketball
Nov. 18 Debbie Pappas Women's Golf March 9 David Wolf Men's Basketball
Nov. 25 Derek Thurston Men's Basketball March 16 Derek Thurston Men's Basketball
Dec. 2 David Wolf Men's Basketball March 23 Jordan Snider Men's Tennis
Dec. 9 David Wolf Men's Basketball March 30 Lauren Shipley Women's Tennis
Dec. 16 Andre Green Men's Basketball April 7 Gregg Smyth Baseball
April 14 Ray Fernandez Baseball

Front: Shannon Schmidt, Candice Baine, Krissy Wegman, Yuette Matute, Trina Skinner
Elizabeth Anderson. Back: Head Coach Suzanne Patterson, Jennifer Mook, Julie Ann
Neubaum, Jo Wellman, Melanie Dunbar, Kate Backes, Assistant Coach Mark Headrick.
Women s boitball
"Although our year was not as
successful as we had hoped, we
had a good time."-J. Neubaum
Kate Backes waits on first for Melanie Dunbar to throw her
pitch.
Junior Candice Baine prepares for a game
against Florida Southern.

Darren Price practices for a big match. With determination, Paul Lennix hits the
ball.
Men's Tennis
was an All-American in
1991.
Front Row: Miguel Lewis, Jim Powers, Louis Adesso, Paul Lennicx, Alex
Dank, Jorden Snider, Mike Hernandez. Back Row: Coach Norm
Copeland,, Mark Haeckel, Mike Barta, Darren Price, Tim Van Laere,
Mark Brown, Mike Kerr, Dan Dandarand.

Lauren Shipley
Senior Shipley is the Lady Tars
number one player. Shipley was
the first player to win both the
singles and doubles in the Varner
Tourney, as she teamed with
Rollins alumnae Jillian Leckey
for the victory. She also won the
Florida State championship. Front Row: Head Coach Bev Buckley, Leslie Jones, Eli Kessler, Alyson
Vallente, Jennifer Mobray, Wendy Weller, Volunteer Assistant Monnie
Lewis, Back Row: Jennifer Miller, Lauren Shipley, Abby Drozdal, Kim
Glisker, Carol Picton, Lisa Alfonso, Assistant Coach Patrick Emmont.
Women's Tennis
e Rollins Volleyball te
closed out its 14th conseciuiv
winning season by going 2Q-9 in
1991. The Lady Tars finished
third in the Sunshine State
Conference, which boasted two
TJi 10 NCAA H teams.
Junior Caroline Bone practices her serve in the field house.
Junior Patti Hall dives for a shot.
Front Row: Manager Jenni Maealuso, Yvette Matute, Liz Folger, Valerie
Rihm, Melanie Dunbar, Lynn Koletie. Back Row: Head Coach Suzanne
Patterson, Cheryl Carter, Dawn Gebhart, Patti Hall, Caroline Bone, Ann
Paxton, Mona Lise Lewis, Trina Skninner, Assistant Coach Mark
Headrick.
Women's Volleyball
Trina Skinner Mona Lise Lewis
Senior Skinner concluded her career finishing 5th
in career kills and aces and 2nd in digs. Senior Lewis,
who has played with Skinner six of the last eight years,
including four years at Merrit Island HS. She is now
10th in career kills, 5th in digs and 7th in aces.
Junior Caroline Bone spikes the ball
as teammate Hall looks on.

Brenda Nichols
Nichol won her 2nd collegiate
women's overall championship
at the Collegiate National Water-
ski Championships in GA. She
was the national champ in jump-
ing, 2nd in slalom, and 4th in
tricks. She was the nation's top
overall skier for the 2nd year in
a row.
L to R: Ian Butler, Andreas Rosehdahl, Amy Chinnery, Rob Pizziali, Jon
Covin(back), Eddie Ostervold(back), Andy Frey, Brenda Nichols, Kristen
Preble, Dana Preble, Jane Peterson, Dana Blanchard, Kerri O'Neil, John
Meis.
Rollins Waterskiing
The Rollins waterski team gathers before a meet. Senior Brenda Nichols takes off for a successful jump.
Seated: Lori Thompson, Monaca Hunsader, Kelly Moriarty. Middle row: Jennifer
McCormack, Jody Greestein, Joelle Edgecombe, Coach Rich Morris, Mona Elkaboni,
Tara Moriarty. Back Row: Chris Curtis, Josh Heald, Chad Richard, Bill McGee, Derrick
Boom, Gerritt Goss. Not Pictured: Trevor Clendenin, Todd Beguette, Sean Finn, Fran
Dayao, Bill Hawkins, Ruth Mlecko, Julianne Feger, Colleen Fleharty.
Rollins Club Swimming
ROLLINS REVIVES SWIMMING AFTER 60-YEAR ABSENCE
Swimming at Rollins College has been revived after a 60+ year absence from the
Winter Park, Florida athletics lineup. Under the guidance of Coach Rich Morris,
also a physical education instructor, the Rollins men's and women's swim teams
competed in a meet against Florida Atlantic on Saturday, January 18, 1992, in Boca
Raton.
Although the #5 ranked FAU women outswam the team, Rollins made a run at its
first meet win by taking the men's event down to the final relay. The Tars were
behind just 69-65, but lack of depth saw the swimmers edged in the final race.
Morris singled out the performances of Captain Bill McGee(SO), Chris Curtis(FR),
Derek Boorn(FR), and Trevor Clendenin(SO) which won the 200 Medley Relay.
Boorn won the 50 Free and Curtis took the 100 Breaststroke. Clendenin also scored
in three races.
Captain Lori Thompson, a freshman from Nassau, Bahamas, took first in the 100
Breaststroke. She is a former member of the junior national team for the Bahamas.
The final scores were FAU men 82, Rollins 68; FAU women 102, Rollins 42.
Football
Chi Psi was the heavy favorite to capture the intramural
football championship, and the brothers of Chi Psi kept their
record unblemished as they defeated ATO in the final game
34-30.
Runner up: Phi Delts
Football Player of the Year: Judd Gaskin (Chi Psi)
Football game of the year: Chi Psi vs. Phi Delts
Rollins Intramurals
Basketball and Soccer
ISO and the Phi Delts were the favorites in the soccer chase
this Spring and Chi Psi began the season as a favorite in
basketball.
Soccer Champions: Phi Delt
Runner up: Sig Ep
Basketball Best Season Record: Chi Psi
|
Bowling
|
ATO was impressive in its intramural bowling victory.
Bowler of the Year: Jay Hsiao (ATO)
Fred Battenfield serves as the Sports Information Director for
Rollins College. His duties include coordinating all media rela-
tions, publications, statistics, and game management for the
school's athletic program. One of his accomplishments while at
Rollins has been to compile the school's first-ever comprehensive
record book for all sports.
Battenfield has been at Rollins since June 1987. Prior to that
time, he served in a similar capacity at the University of Texas-
San Antonio, Texas A&M University,
and the University of Texas-Austin.
He was also involved in press opera-
tions at the 1984 and 1988 Summer
Olympics.
Students at Rollins witness
Battenfield 's work in publicity for
events, publications, and statistics in
various publications (including Tar
Talk), and the smooth operations at
athletic contests. Battenfield had
also been an invaluable resource in
the preperation of this year's
Tomokan. The staff thanks him for
providing both photographs and a
wealth of pertinent information.
Thank You...
We would like to thank Andres Abril for his dedication over
these past four years. Many of the Rollins publications
could not execute without the photography of Andres, not
only the Tomokan, but the Sandspur, Tar Talk, and R-
Times.

The Rollins Players are:
Caroline Strong, Anthony Gelsominio,
Lisa Malo, Bethany Wright, Jason Dutmer,
Bob Rice, Kelly LaGreca, Peter Hyde,
Amie Shank, Rusty Blackmer, Michaela
Abelon, Chanta Marie Rivers, Kathleen
Parker, Carla Borsoi, Ruth Ramos, Jodi
Ellis, Tymi Howard, Janel Stover, Jen
Rhodes, Sarah Pavao, Rebecca Nannen
1991-1992 Rollins Players
ROLLINS
PLAYERS
The Young Democrats of Rollins College was
founded in 1991 to stimulate students to take
an active interest in governmental affairs, to foster
and encourage the ideals and principles of the
Democatic Parry, and to help acquanint voters
with current issues and candidates, and to
encourage political and community involvement
among the members of the Rollins Community.
During the 1991-92 academic year, the Young
Democrats took part in meeting to discuss state
and local issues such as Florida's educational
budget and the Supreme Court appointment.
Members also volunteered time the the 1992
COOL National Conference on Student Community
Service, to the Presidential Forum, and to the
Democratic Presidential Candidates' display in Olin
Library.
Rollins Young Democrats were also recognized
at the state level. In December, 1991, two members
served in the 1991 Florida Democratic Convention.
One member also received the Florida's Democratic
Women's Club Scholarship in Political Science.
Democratic Presidential Candidates'
Display set up by Y.D. in the Olin
library.
YOUNG
Y.D. President Karen Kleich receives the Florida Democratic Women's Club Political Science
Scholarship in October 1991. Pictured left to right: Florence Sullivan, Karen Kleich, Dorothy
Strock, and Kathleen Reynolds.
S.G.A. President Skipper Moran stops to talk to Karen Kleich at the Student Activities
fair on Mills Lawn.
DEMOCRATS
Young Democrats:
Advisor: Lucy Hamilton
President: Karen Kleich
Vice-President: Heather Smiley
Members:
Melissa Arnold, Erica Bader, Allen
Bingenheimer, John Chewing,
Suzanne Coelingh, Cristina Ehntholt,
Elizabeth A. Fitzgerald, Cindi Fox,
Jody Greenstein, Nan Huber, Paola
Lopez, Shelley Queeley, Heidi
Reinstein, Erika Scheer, Keri
Sengbusch, Jolie Patricia Sester,
Campbell Swann, and Johanna Weiss
Young Democrats adviser Lucy Hamilton (right)
and Y,D, Vice-President Heather Smiley (left).
The Latin American Student Association
exists in order to increase the interest and
awareness of the Latin American
heritage on the Rollins campus.
Through a variety of existing social and
cultural activities planned throughout
the year, the organization promoted
the rich culture of Latin America.
Membership is open to all students.
Pictured from left to right: Advisor Udeth Lugo
and officers: Carolyn Espasas, Nury Lavandier,
Monique Elias, Vanessa Carroll and Margieric
Rivera.
L.A.S.A. officers:
Advisor: Udeth Lugo
President: Carolyn Espasas
Vice-President: Gretchen Fernandez
Secretary: Nury Lavandier
Treasurer: Monique Elias
Public Relations: Vanessa Carroll
P. R./Fundraiser: Margieric Rivera
The members of L.A.S.A. include:
Marina Avilas, Steven Bence,
Roniel Cabrera, Juan Sole,
Lucrecia Blair, Miguel Leuris, Maria
Martinez, Tracy Perkins, Orlando
Mendoza, Ricardo Ortiz, Ariela Ruff,
Felix Tejado, Ignacio Brujo, Jasmin
Rios, Marisel Valeiras, Feliz Riera,
Jeffrey Kline, Lizette Ruiz, Ileana Members work hard washing cars to raise money for Habitat for
Palmieri, Blanca Ruiz, John Hart, Humanity
Andrea Pelligrini, Jorge Perez,
Members continued...
Brenda Santos, Robert Hally,
Natalia DeReguero, Jessica
Velez, Roy Russo, Adriana
Valdez, James Fletcher,
Alfredo Aleman, Bud Younes,
Veronica De la Torre, Maria
Cruz, Carla Luemo, Pedro
Pequeno, Alejandro Cubina,
Mariemma Altieri, Elizabeth
Cook, Kevin Bates, Stella
Skodnik, Rafeal Perez, Ruth
Ramos, Luis Levy, Ricardo
Ortiz, Alejandro Padin, Jose
Fernandez, Christie Ortiz,
Nelsy Perez, Gonzalo Arroyo,
Christina Dorhout-Mees and
Deborah Aponte
Members had a fun time washing cars while raising money for charity.
Student's for Safer Sex was
founded two years ago. Since then,
they have merged with Mark Freeman's
Gender Issues group. The two groups
give programs to any residential group
that asks. The program is called Sex
and Splits. A popular version of the
program features learning how to put a
condom on a banana and then making
banana splits after the discussion. The
programs are peer educated, presented
by college students. The group is
available to answer and give information
concerning sex and relationships.
Advisor Vickie McMillan and members Robert Holly, Elaine
Kelpien and Kathy Forster prepare for their meeting.
STUDENTS FOR
Members from left to right: Advisor Vickie McMillan, Kathy Forster, Liz Lee, Tarita
Virtue, Robert Holly, Elaine Kelpien, and Jerry Dear.
^ Advisors:
Advisor Vickie McMillan and members Tarita Virtue, Liz Lee and
Kathy Forster pose in front of their meeting place, Lakeside Health
and Counseling Center.
Vickie McMillan
Mark Freeman
Judy Provost
members include:
Gayna Skidmore, Liz Lee
Kathy Forster, Tarita Virtue
Todd Davenport, Elaine Kelpien
Derek Ohlms, Robert Holly,
Tere Levy, Dara Schapiro and
Jerry Dear
SAFER SEX
2
Tarita Virtue and Jerry Dear talk as they wait for the
meeting to begin.
THE ROLLINS FUND
The Rollins Fund is the College's annual giving program.
It includes unrestricted gifts made to Rollins each year by
alumni, parents, friends, foundations and cooperations.
Each gift helps provide critically needed financial aid,
purchases books and periodicals for the library, supports
student enrichment efforts and advances the day to day
operation of this college.
Volunteer Gwen Garett Volunteer Don D'Orto Volunteer Rusty Blackmer
Rollins' Students Phonathons are an important way for today's undergraduates
to talk with alumni to advance the college's development efforts. Students
volunteer at least one evening per semester calling alumni donors to secure
pledges to The Rollins Fund. It is the annual support of those graduates who
went before us that helped make our Rollins experience possible through
their generosity.
STUDENT PHONATHONS
A.D.E.P.T. Members:
Scott Andrews, Erica Bader, Veronica Callegari, Martha Cannon,
Stephanie Cohen, Chrissy Detorre, John Dukes, Katie Edwards,
Sally Fleischmann, Kristi Forrester, Tor Hagen, Beth Hoffman,
Beth Janke, Jennifer Mock, Melinda Medlin, Wendy Moore, Mary
Moulton, Julie-Ann Neubaum, Becky Palmor, Tracy Perkins,
Scott Rowe, Lisa Shenker, Bri Solomon, Erin Tierney, Jessica Velez,
Johanna Weiss, Jo Wellman, Tracy Wilson, Lee Wong, Donna Wyche
(Adviser), Kriya Lendzion (Chair), Peggy Rodriquez, Payton Waggener
and Derron Rothschild.
A.D.E.P.T.
Donna Wyche --Substance Abuse Prevention Co-ordinator and
Adviser for A.D.E.P.T.
A.D.E.P.T
The Alcohol and Drug Education Planning
Team, better known as ADEPT, is a student-
run organization which operates on funding
from the student government, administration
and public and private grants. ADEPT,
is not against drug and alcohol use. They
are concerned with the abuse of these
substances and their mental and physical
effects on the individual and our community.
Todd Wills, Jeannis Infante, Carla Borsoi,
Bill Gridley, Jo Wellman, Erin Tierney and
Kriya Lendion at an Alcohol Awareness Function.
A.D.E.P.T.
IFrom left to right: Jennifer Bachnik (Vice-President), Orlando Mendoza
(President), Jennifer Smith, and Rob Sivitilli
COLLEGE
Members of the College Republican
Club include:
Tim Waisanen, Joanne Bowlby,
Catherine Maresi, Richardo Ortiz,
Lisa Goldberg, Keary White,
Kari Pappas, David Michail,
Chris Johnson, Chris Gilbert,
Dan Girse, Ryan Hanna, David
Herzog, Carin Ohnell, Erik
Metzdorf, Jack Mahoney, Joanne
Plumb, Jose Wills, Rob Sivitilli,
Douglas Satenan, Rachael Omo,
Jennifer Bachnik, Gillian Smith,
Paul ford, Emily Hulley, Rebecca
Nannen, Neil Cohen, Chris Sameth
Matt O'Donnell, Pete Bok, Greg
Binnay, Felix Tejada, Suzanne
Nicolosi, Jen Smith, Brian
O'Donnell, Louis Woessner, Scott
Asher, Beth Shahade, Dan Voccia
and Orlando Mendoza.
i
THE COLLEGE REPUBLICAN CLUB serves as a training ground for
future Republican leaders. They provide successful and responsible
young people with opportunities to demonstrate their leadership
potential through political activism. The College Republican Club
keeps interested students' political motivation alive with regular
meetings amid efficient communication, which enables students to
meet and work with one another to maintain the strength of the
Republican Party on campus.
REPUBLICANS
From left to right: : John Langfitt, Chad Richards ((President) , Mark
Chapman, Monique Elias, Todd Bequette (Treasuer)
Seated: Trang Nguyen, Lori Wayne (Vice President), Noell Nielsen (Vice-
President) and Becky Kovac (Secretary)
Members of FCA:
Elizabeth Cook, Matt Mclean,
Frank Digiavani, Roland Lewis,
Bill Salzwedel, April Lawrence,
Sean Tunker, Bob Rice, Keith
Bauman, Cecellia Green, Paul
Vlassic, Monique Elias, Trang
Nguyen, Becky Kovac, Todd
Bequette, Chad Richard, Noell
Nielsen, Lori Wayne, Mark
Chapman and John Langfitt
Noell Nielsen, Lori Wayne, Becky Kovac and Todd Bequette
show that FCA members like to have fun.
THE FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
(FCA) is an organization that is open to the entire campus,
not just athletes. It offers Christian fellowship and insight
into both campus issues through a variety of meeting for-
mats including group discussion, guest speakers, and other
group sponsored events. Weekly meetings in the Sullivan
House bring students together to learn about and
strengthen their relationship with God.
F.C.A.
Circle K, which is the
collegiate level of Kiwanis,
provides concerned
students with an
opportunity to serve
others. Through leader-
ship and friendship,
Circle K'ers experience
the world. Somestimes,
they even change it!
Circle K members sell Candy-Grams in front of Beans during lunch.
Proceeds went to benefit Habitat for Humanity.
CIRCLE K
Circle K'ers from Rollins and Stetson exchange ideas at an Issues
Conference.
CIRCLE K
Members of Circle K include:
Meredith Beard, Dawn
Carpenter, Julie DePue,
Chrissy Dettore, Katie
Edwards, Monique Elias,
Alicia Faulds, Lisa Goldberg,
Jen Griffith, Dan Hazlett,
Sarah Keth, Nury Lavandier,
Cristina Mees, Ruth Mlecko,
Kimberly Millette, John
Mongiovi, Andrea Pellegrini,
Tracy Perkins, Carolyn Quetel,
Tina Renes, Stella Skodnik,
Pascale Salomon, Jolie Sester,
Rachel Trevison, Jessica Velez.
1991 Christmas Party
THE STUDENT AMBASSADORS
serve as a liason between the college and prospective students, parents, and
interested community members. Primarily, ambassadors lead the hour-long
campus tours which are given twice daily. The volunteer members also assist
in special programming, including receptions and previews for several groups
of perspective Rollins students. Finally, the ambassadors devote a portion of
Spring Term to hosting student overnight visits. The group works closely
with the Rollins Office of Admissions and is advised by Karen Weatherford,
associate dean of admissions.
STUDENT
A few of the student ambassadors meet in the admissions office
to talk with their advisor, Karen Weatherford. From left to
right: Wendy Moore, Charmaine Josiah, Todd Davenport, Erin
Foley, Emily Emerson, Chrissy Dettore and Karen Weatherford.
Seated: Hillary Root, Amy Ragg, and Barbara
Povlaski.
Wendy Moore gives a tour of Rollins to prospective students and
their families.
AMBASSADORS
STUDENT AMBASSADORS:
Scott Andrews, Gigi Collimore, Todd Davenport,
Chrissy Dettore, Jason Dimitris, Emily Emerson, Erin
Foley, Patrice Games, Susan Grantham, Anne Hansford,
Alice Anne Hardee, Susan Harp, Jennifer Hosford, Jennifer
Janette, Charmaine Josiah, Don Leblond, Chris Mande,
Donna Mills, Wendy Moore, Layna Mosley, Dierdre O'Haire,
Kari Pappas, Tracy Perkins, Michael Porco, Tracie Pough,
Barbara Povalski, Amy C. Ragg, Stacey Reed, Hillary Root,
Pascale Solomon, Will Wright and Dennis Plane.
From left to riight: James Ashton, Nacho Brujo and Denis Kwon.
I.S.O.
Members of I.S.O. include:
Laura Cross, Lucianna Raad, Carla
Luelmo, Lori Thompson, Garnet
Navertil, Tom Tong, Monica Cintado,
Tony Tabasscia, James Ashton,
Najo Brujo, Stacia Demeritte and
Denis Kwon.
Tony Tabasscia (Advisor)
i
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
of Rollins College seeks to bring together students and
others interested in linking people from different parts
of the world for cultural, intellectual, and social
activities. Its members include intertational students
and U.S. students whose families may be newly arrived,
or have been here for several generations. We in I.S.O.
believe without a doubt, that by openly examining global
human experience and concerns, we will ultimately better
understand ourselves.
I.S.O.
From left to right:: Nacho Brujo, Tom Tong, Carla Luelmo, Laura Cross
Garnett Navratil, Tony Tobasscia, Luciano Raad, Lori Thompson, Denis
Kwon, Stacia Demeritte amd Monica Cinitado.
Members of the InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship include:
Trang Nguyen
Todd Bequette
Faye Pierson
Brook Loope
Melissa Franklin
Roland Lewis
Bill Salzwedel
Becky Kovac
April Lawrence
Sean Finn
From left to right:: Sean Finn, Mei-Lan Ou, Todd Bequette, , Becky
Kovac, Brook Loope, Trang Nguyen and Melissa Franklin.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
THE INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
believes every Rollins College student should have
the opportunity to study at the feet of the world's
greatest teacher. Through Bible study, concerts,
beach trips, retreats, making cookies and our
personal witness on campus, we share the truth of
Jesus-- He came that we may have life, and have it
more abundantly (John 10:10).
THE BIOLOGY INTEREST GROUP
was establishedd by people with a great
curiosity for the biological sciences. The
goal of the organization is to spread this
interest and to further support those
interested in majoring in Biology.
Some of the projects that they accomplished
this school year (91-92) include:
a speaker came from Florida Hospital, a field-trip
to see the manatees in Blue Springs and to the Kennedy
Space Center, raising money for Habitat for Humanity,
Members not pictured below include: Dee Dee Dennington, Pascale Salomon
Rob Organ, James Dolan, Kelly Hicks, Laura Koo, Junaid Malik, Grace
Hernandez, Brian Corliss, Thuy Nguyen, Chris Pranel, Elaine Kelpien,
Gretchen Pollom and Carolyn Quetel.
BIOLOGY INTEREST GROUP
i
Engaged in a recreational activity. From left to right: Carlos Payao, Alex
Cubina, Henry Nguyen, Yung Nguyen, Van Nguyen, Todd Bequette, Tara
Hively and Robert Chong.
ITHE BLACK STUDENT UNION
is an independent group that serves to enlighten the Rollins Community
of the cultural, sociological, and psychological factors which
compromise the black experience.
They take an active role in many activities which include Freshman
Orientation, Diversity Week, Black History Month, Minority Preview
Weekend, Africana Festival and at the McKnight Center as tutors.
BLACK STUDENT UNION
B.S.U. officers:
Co-President: Andrea Hobson
Co-President: Stephanie Brown
Vice-President: Kasshia Jones
Secretary: Lesley Ann Williams
Historian: Shelly Drakes
Public Relations: Robiaun Rogers
CAC Representative: Devita Mosley
Advisor: Kim White-Mills
Members: Lisa Holt, Shona Autrey, Michael Bryant, Maria Bryant, Derek Burrell,
Sonja Hawkins, Franksha Henderson, Michael Holmes, Thelma Horn, Nicole Jones,
Richard Joseph, Mona Lisa Lewis, Roland Lewis, Jorayn Lundy, Christina Mitchell,
Stacy Pierson, Tracie Pough, Ixchelle Queeley, Valencia Richards, Pascale Saloman,
Lasheena Smith, Kyle Turner, Dexter Vanzant, Paul White-Davis, Priscilla Wilten,
Terra Wright, Phillip Zwanes, Charmaine Joseph and Tenaya Tynes.
BLACK STUDENT UNION
Members of the Black Student Union's choir sing on Mills Lawn.
WPRK celebrated the fortieth year of
their dedication this year. The
inaguration took place on Dec. 1952.
Since then WPRK has undergone a great
many changes. This year, for example,
WPRK moved to a 24 hour programming.
There are approximatley seventy
students that volunteer their time and
effort to the station. The daytime pro-
gramming is mostly classical music and
in the evening and morning are student
programming. The station is entirely
run by students with the exception of
General Manager Paul H. Viau, Jr. and
faculty member Dr. Susan Cohn
Lackman. Dr. Susan Cohn Lackman demonstrates how to
adjust the reels.
WPRK
Carla Borsoi shows off the station's vast compact disc collection.
WPRK
I
The Cultural Action Committee is an
executive branch of Student Government
which is designed to promote cultural
and educatinal diverse programming in
order to enlighten the Rollins Community
at large. Events include Diversity Celebration,
and International Day.
Tracie Pough presents new material to the
members.
CULTURAL ACTION
Culteral Action Committee members: (Top left to right) DeVita Mosley,
Tenaya Tynes, Sunnie Beecham, Tracy Pough, (Bottom ) Jeff Baldwin,
Doc Chewning, and Lee Wong.
C.A.C. members assemble to plan future events.
COMMITTEE
I
C.A.C. members include:
Tracie Pough
Jeff Baldwin
Lee Wong
DeVita Mosley
Doc Chewning
Sunita Beecham
Jennifer Jannette
Gretchen Fernandez
Melinda Crowley
Melinda Medin
DeVita Mosley, Tenaya Tynes and Lee Wong agree on upcoming
events.
Off Campus Student officers: (left to
right) Paul White, Tanya Sebastian and
Amir Ladan
Off Campus Student Officers:
President: Amir Ladan
Vice-President: Paul White-Davis
Treasurer: Tanya Sebastian
OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
o
A group of off campus students are
pictured in front of their lounge.
The Publications and Broadcast Union is the final editorial
board of the campus media. It acts to coordinate the various
student media organizations and to manage over them. It
provides a link between media and student representatives by
having a chair that sits on the Executive Committee of S.G.A.
Representatives:
Faculty Representative: Richard Foglesong W.P.R.K. Station Manager: Jessica Dixon
Assistant Director of Student Affairs: Paul T.V. Projects: Dal Walton
H. Viau Jr. Sandspur: Sandy Bitman
P.B.U. Chair: Rob Sivitilli Meredith Beard
College Relations: Leigh Perkins Tomokan: Anne Hansford
Senate Representative: Reid Boren Layna Mosley
Students at Large: Paul White-Davis Paul Saenz (Business)
R-Times: Todd Wills Brushing: Jamie Casellas
Tracy Wilson
P.B.U.
Acting Director of the Writing Center:
Wendy Brandon
Acting Assistant Director:
Tim Morris
The Writing Consultants are:
Dave Edgell, Ann O'Brien, Ty Saal,
Jen Foley, Karen Pierce, Christina
Simonton, Jodi Fulmer, Brian Ray,
Jen Stults, Becky Kovac, Stacy
Reed, Adriana Valdes, Tonina Llull,
Michelle Morgan, Ricky Rodriguez,
Susan Williams, Micheala Ablon,
Hap Aziz, Mark Baizen, Cindy
Bennett, Laura Brainard, Crystal
Brazzel, Richard Bullwinkle, Jason
Dimitris, and John Dukes.
Student Thaddeus Seymour has his first consultation with
Jennifer Foley.
WRITING
MBS;?--:-
The 1991-1992 writing consultants.
CONSULTANTS
(From left to right) Kerry Hansen, Betty Smith, Carolyn Quetal, Jen Stults, Mark
Freeman, Jason Dimitris, Jennifer Foley, Jody Fulmer, and Dave Edgell enjoy a
meal during the Writing Center Conference in Vermont.
World Hunger Committee
Advisor: John Langfitt
Members:
Will Wright
Paget Graham
Gretchen Pollom
Suzanne Graham
Kerry Cooper
John Langfitt
Robbianne Mackin
Jennie Legg
Stephanie Bothwell
Members Suzanne Graham, Gretchen Pollom and Jennie
Legg discuss plans in front of the Sullivan House.
WORLD
o
World Hunger members: (top left to right) Gretchen Pollom, Suzanne Graham, Kerry
Cooper, John Langfitt. (Bottom row left to right) Robbianne Mackin, Jennie Legg, and
Stephanie Bothwell.
Suzanne Graham and Robbianne Mackin listen to the upcoming
events.
HUNGER
John Langfitt and Kerry Cooper plan for the
next meeting.
ROLLINS COLLEGE PRODUCTIONS
is the entertainment and programming board which
is responsible for all campus entertainment. As a
branch of S.G.A., R.C.P strives to provide Rollins
students with various types of social events which will
appeal to everyone. The entertainment includes weekly
movies in the student center; comedians such as Carrot Top;
lectures presented by Alan Ginsburg and Sara Weddington;
major entertainment like Blues Traveler; and Winterfest
which allows all organized groups on campus to particapate
and become involved with one another.
R.C.P*
Winter Fest--January Semester
Blues Fest -November 1991
R.C.P.
Members of R.C.P.:
Shampa Saha, Autumn Babcock,
Marli O'Brien, Amy Curran,
Tarry Kelly, Amy Ragg, Sandy
Bitman, Dayna Wolfe, Rod
Davidson, Demetrios Xenakis,
Rob Morris, Reid Boren,
Paul Vlasic and Kim Hurley.
Sarah Weddington (Attorney for Roe vs. Wade)
R.C.P's guest speaker.
Some of the members of Camerata
CHORAL
THE ROLLINS CHORAL ENSEMBLES
are an exciting and diverse group of singers. Under the
direction of Dr. John Sinclair, the ensembles perform a
wide range of music. Camerata, the largest group, performs
classical pieces, spirituals, show-tunes--you name it!
Practicing four days a week, Camareta presents a Fall and
Spring Concert for Rollins and the Winter Community.
Other smaller groups include Women's Glee, Chamber
Singers, Women's Trio and Men's Quartet. The ensembles
work hard and are happy to share their music with the Rollins
Community.

IMeredith Beard
Mm
Sandy Bitman
Editors -in-chief
SANDSPUR
Managing Editors: Bill Gridley News Editor: Layna Mosley
Todd Wills
Forum Editors: Brian Hylander Focus Editor: Jennifer L. Hilley
Julie Soule
Style Editor: Mark Snyder Photography Editors: John Dukes
Andres Abril
Kristin Sparks
Office Manager: Kim Peterson Business Manager: Chris Mande
Advertising Manager: Sunita Bheecham Classified Manager: Bill Gridley
Subscriptions Manager: Maria Martinnez Adviser: Paul Viau
Staff: Nora Bingenheimer, Jeannie Infante, Kristen Kletke, Karen Pierce and
Blanca N. Ruiz
The Sandspur
is Rollin s weekly newspaper
and the oldest college newspaper
in Florida. The paper reports on
current campus events and hopes
to encourage and promote diversity
of the Rollins community by
providing a forum for discussion
and opinion. The Sandspur
includes campus and global news,
editorials, movie reviews, and
sports.
Mark Synder, Julie Soule and Brian Hylander work late
into the night to get the Sandspur ready for publication.
SANDSPUR
Julie Soule and Jennifer Hilley examine
potential stories.
o
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Mark Synder(Style Editor) prepares pages for
layout.
From left to right: Chris Mande, Don LeBlond, Jennifer Janette,
Glenn Kroll, and Jeff Morris.
JEWISH STUDENT LEAGUE
J.S.L. members socialize as they prepare to have a meeting.
The Jewish Student League
is Rollins' Hillel organization. The JSL provides
various cultural and educational activities for
the entire Rollins Community. Our main goal for
this year was to enlighten the Rollins students of
Jewish customs and beliefs. Some of our activities
for this year include the Yom Kippur Break, the
Fast Dinner, the Hanukkah party for Rollins, Bagel
Brunches, and our reception for the world-renowned
Jewish Art Historian Dr. Joseph Gutmann. In addition
the members of the JSL volunteer frequently to work
at the Jewish Community Center in Orlando.
JEWISH STUDENT LEAGUE
Members of the Jewish Student
League:
President: Helene Doyle
Vice President: Glen Kroll
Treasurer: Chris Mande
CAC Representative: Jennifer Janette
Social Chair: Don LeBlond
Member: Jeff Morris
Glenn Kroll- Vice-President
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
Anne Hansford-Layout Editor
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Paul Saenz-Business
Manager
THE TOMOKAN
is the student yearbook. The
staff, composed of students and one
faculty member, strive to create
a book which accurately depicts
Rollin's campus life over the school
year.
TOMOKAN STAFF
LAYOUT EDITORS:
Student Life Caroline Futch
Faculty/Staff Scott Gould
Sports Leah Grohe
Classes Cindy Karlovec
Residentials Julie-Ann Newbaum
Seniors Mary-Cullen Rosato
Clubs Michele Turton
Christina Whitehouse
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Christine Bloom, Gigi Collimore, Chris Hagy
Phi Eta Sigma-
language.
Induction- January 23rd 1992. Speaker Dr. Roy Kerr, Professor of
PHI ETA SIGMA
Members:
Abelardo Agustine
Nelson Alexander
Denise Anaskevich
Christina Apathy-
Deborah Apone
Marina Aviles
Faud Aziz
Jessica Baker
Sandy Bitman
Christine Bois
David Boudreau
Lachlan Brown
Ginger Byrant
Mary Carmody
Jane Carpenter
Vanessa Carroll
Cheryl Carter
Larissa Carter
Rocky Contreras
Elizabeth Cook
Brian Corliss
Chella Courington
Alejandro Cubina
Chata Dickson
Tamera Dew
Lori Dunlop
Katie Edwards
Christina Ehntholt
Emily Emerson
Danielle Farese
Kristi Forrester
Alice Fowler
Sheri Gans
Lisa Goldberg
Thomas Hage
Alice Hardee
Bill Hawkins
Romy Hefner
Donald Hensel
Holli Highfield
Kim Holtzer
David Hughes
Shanon Hunt
Jeannie Infante
Rebecca Kovac
Rachel Landreth
Carina Leeson
Ruth Mlecko
Donna Mollis
John Mongiovi
Lisa Moody-
Kelly Moriarty
Robert Morris
Vincent Mortreux
Layna Mosley
Daniel Nadeau
Brenda Nichols
Rachael Omo
N. Pannagakis
Karen Pierce
Karen PiersonRichard Lorenzo
Robbianne MackinChad Phipps
Stacey Margules Dennis Plane
David Michail Carolyn Quetel
Christina Renes
Charles Resha
Valencia Richard
Penelope Richey
Scott Rogers
Blanca Ruiz
Maria Ruiz
Tania Sebastian
Amie Schank
Aliza Silver
Douglas Sinclair
Robert Sivitilli
Gayna Skidmore
Heather Smiley
Catherine Smith
Emily Speers
Caroline Strong
Monica Swanson, Johnathan Swift, Marie Szamwald, Felix Tejada, Tony Terlecki,
Patrick Thomas, Carrie Tucker, Melin Uhler, Adraina Valdes, Derek Van Vliet, Kathy
Warner, Lori Wayne, Patricia Wellman, Amber Werny, Todd Wills, Carter Willson,
David Wolf, Cynthia Wood and Bethany Wright.
AN UNFORGETTABLE ALUMNA
Nancy Corbett Dillon graduated from
Rollins in 1945. During her years at
Rollins, Nancy was President of Student
Council, Vice-President of Kappa Alpha
Theta, President of the International Club,
and was a member of Libra. She was also
nationally ranked in tennis and played
matches for Rollins and throughout the
country. Nancy later went on to receive her
Master's Degree in 1967. She is now a history
high school teacher.
Nancy Corbett Dillon playing in a tournament
for Rollins.
ALUMNI
UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES
Nancy's unforgettable memories of
Rollins among many things were
living in the Theta house, sunbathing
on the dock, weekends at Daytona,
great classes and all of the life long
friendships she made.
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Nancy Corbett Dillon pictured at Rollins (second
one from the right, bottom row).
The Student Hearing Board:
Josh Vandernoot
Anrew Grumet
David Michail
Nicholas Panagakis
Kalee Kreider
Mona Lise Lewis
Kristi Forrester
Dennis Plane
Pete Barrett
Danielle Farese
Andrew Gurmet and Don Hensel pose for a picture.
STUDENT HEARING BOARD
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Student Hearing Board: (top, right to left) Don Hensel, David Michail, Andrew Grumet,
Josh VanDernoot, Nicholas Panagakis (bottom) Kalee Kreider and Mona Lise Lewis.
oKalee Kreider and Nicholas Panagakis take time
before the meeting to orient themselves with the
cases.
Dennis Plane and Mona Lise Lewis pause for
picture as they look at the upcoming events.
Sllllll STUDENT HEARING BOARD
David Michail and Josh VanDernoot discuss the case during
a hearing.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA is the
National Leadership Honor Society for
college students. O.D.K. recognizes
achievement in scholarship, athletics,
campus or community service,
journalism and the creative and perfor-
ming arts. Emphasis is placed on the
development as a college student and as
a contributur to society. Membership in
O.D.K. is a mark of highest distinction
and honor.
Yung Nguyen and Becky Kovac enjoy the initiation
ceremony.
O.D.K. Members
O.D.K.' s senior members: (left to right) Jason Dimitris, Leslie Jones, Amy Chinnery,
Kathy Warner, and Kristi Forrester.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Thaddeus Seymour, Kathy Warner , Leslie Jones and
Susan Schillinger initiate the newly tapped members.
O.D.K.
Advisor: Alan Nordstorm
President: Leslie Jones
Vice-President: Kathy Warner
Members:
Amy Chinnery, Jason Dimitris, Danielle
Farese, Kristi Forrester, Chan Ta Marie
Galloway, Kerry Hansen, Don Hensel,
Karen Kleich, Mona Lise Lewis, Richard
Lorenzo, Skipper Moran, Brenda Nichols,
Tracie Pough, Kristen Preble, Chad Richard,
Caroline Strong, Jennifer Stults, Tarita Virtue,
Kelly Weidner, and Wendy Weller.
Sandy Bitman, Dana Blanchard, Chris DeJohn
Carolyn Espasas, Donna Millis, Elayna Mosley,
Chad Phipps, Gretchen Pollom, John Dukes,
Celeia Green, Amy D. Kreider, Lisa Lendizon,
Devita Mosley, Noel Nielsen, Emily Speers,
Sarah Stevens, Tamara Duffy, Becky Kovac,
Christian Mande, Mary Moulton, Yung Nguyen,
Karen Pierce, Dennis Plane, Christina Renes,
Paul Vlasic, David Wolf
BRUSHING members:
Tracy Wilson
Jamie Castellas
Beth Janke
Keri Sengbusch
Johanna Weiss
Dave Nail
Heather Sielicki
Dan Barden
Tracy Wilson takes a break after putting up posters advertising
for Brushing.
BRUSHING
Brushing members: (front, left to right) Beth Janke, Tracy Wilson, Keri Sengbusch,
Johanna Weiss (top) Dave Nail, Heather Sielicki, Philip Hale Jr. and Dan Barden.
Brushing Members
During the presentation of Brushing, Heather Sielicki, Tracy Wilson and Jamie Castellas
pose in front of one of the paintings.
Fund raising board posted outside a Habitat for Humanity House in Winter Park.
HABITAT F^)R HUIVIAJVITY^
Gretchen Pollom-a strong contiributor with her time
and effort.
Chris DeJohn is another Rollins student that gives
much of his own time and effort to the Habitat cause.
There were many activities throughout the year that helped raise money to build houses
for the homeless.
Habitat for Humanity is a nation-
wide organization dedicated to
providing housing for those in
need. Often, those involved
spend a hard day building
on actual construction sights.
Not far from Rollins, there is a
Habitat house whch many students
have helped to construct.
R Habitat for
Fund raising sign outside of Beans.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Habitat site - New England Avenue, Winter Park.
Habitat for Humanity students
co-chairs Gretchen Pollom and
Chris DeJohn and Adviser Mark
Freedman are the driving force
behind Rollin's effort .
Mark Freedman is a Lakeside Counselor
and adviser for the Habitat cause.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Volunteers, students, faculty and staff
work side-by-side on the Habitat
house.
"One of the best things about
this is that you're working with
the people who will actually
own and live in the home
This is not a give-away thing.
It's people working for what every
person should have. Some people
aren't as fortunate as others,
but everyone should have their
own home," said Gretchen Pollom.
Executive Committee members meet before the Senate meeting.
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EXECUTIIVE COMMITTEE i
Officers:
President: Skipper Moran
Vice-President: Jason Dimitris
Chief Justice: Don Hensel
Comptroller: Adriana Valdes
P.R. Chair: Jen Stults/ Tracy
Stetson/ Cyd Davis
R.C.P. Chair: Autumn Babcock
C.A.C. Chair: Tracie Pough
C.O.L. Chair: Amir Ladan
P.B.U. Chair: Rob Sivitilli
S.S.C. Chairs: Paul Vlasic and
Leslie Jones
Skipper Moran- President of S.G.A.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
and its various branches manage the daily operations
of S.G.A. and implement all the programs and policies
of the Student Government. The committee is chaired
by the President and composed of the Vice-President,
Chief Justice, Public Relations Chair, Comptoller, and
chairs of the following committees: Rollins College
Productions, Publications and Broadcast Union, Council
of Leaders, Cultural Action Committee, and Student
Services Committee.
1991-1992 has been a very successful year in programs
accomplished and the groundwork laid for S.G.A. in the
future. We would like to thank those administrators, faculty,
staff, and students who worked with us to achieve our goals.
THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
Located on the first floor of Carnegie, the Rollins College
Center for Public Service promotes and coordinates the
community service efforts of Rollins students and
student organizations. The Center helps students locate
and participate in meaningful community service
experiences. In addition, Rollins offers service-learning courses
which combine academics and community service. The
community service is either an option or a requirement
of these courses. The Center for Public Service has also
joined the fight against illiteracy by sponsoring the
Rollins Coalition for Literacy through which students can be
trained to tutor adults in reading. Through the Center for
Public Service, Rollins has continued its commitment to
community involvement and superior educational
opportunities.
is busy at work in her office.

Student Senate officers.
SENATE
STUDENT SENATE
The Senate is the legislative branch of the S.G.A. Sophmore, junior
and senior representatives are elected in the spring. The Senate is
responsible for addressing all issues of campus concern through
legislation. Committee positions are also open to all students.
Larry Niebling and
meeting.
?eid Boren attending a Wednesday night Senate
SENATORS
Class of 1992 Class of 1993 Class of 1994 Class of 1994
Morgen Cesarano
Stephen Farrelly
Jennifer Folley
Cecilia Green
Chuck Resha
Sandy Sanders
Jonathan Sellman
Gardner Sherill
Leigh Sigman
Tarita Virtue
Darrell Alfieri
Sandy Bitman
Dana Blanchard
Betsy Barksdale
Carolyn Espasas
Kirk Nalley
Paul Vlasic
Dal Walton
Peter Woods
Paul Zies
Amy Anderson
Reid Boren
Stacey Burnett
Cyd Davis
Suzanne Graham
Larry Niebling
P.J. O'Donnell
Penelope Richey
Bob Selton
Rodney Woodstock
John Chewning
Rob Emerson
Tor Hagen
Ingrid Hamann
Christi Neuenschwander
Doug Satzman
Bri Soloman
Catherine Weibel
Jo Weiss
Richard Wilkinson
Appropriations Committee Chair: Darell Alfieri
College Governance Monitoring Committee Chair: Kirk Nalley
Elections and Training Committee Chair: Leigh Sigman
Clerk: Danielle Farese
Parliamentarian: Stephen Farrelly
President Protempore: Reid Boren
THE CHAPEL DEACONS
Acting as a liaison between the student body and the chapel,
the Chapel Deacons are an organization that meets monthly
to advise on chapel activities; including organizing ushers and
readers for Chapel services. We support projects in community
service such as Daily Bread, Habitat for Humanity, and
correspondence letters to support foster children in developing
nations. Most commonly known for all-campus stir-fries held
weekly, where we share dinner and a moral or ethical discussion,
we also sponsor search retreats and assist in organizing
Christmas Vespers and other seasonal activities.
John Langfitt eats away at a weekly stir-fry
Chapel Deacons and Chapel Associates. From left to right: Margey Plane, Dean Wettsein,
Matt Mclean, Will Wright, Becky Kovac, Dennis Plane, John Dukes, Amanda Rutherford,
Peter Freeman, Becky Palmore.
The Chapel Deacons
STUDENT ELECTIONS
Presidential Candidates presenting their views before students and
faculty.

T.V./VIDEO PROJECTS
VIDEO PROJECTS AND CHANNEL 15
Video Projects in conjunction with Channel 15 serves as a
communication link between the students and campus events
as well as creative projects which are Aimed and shown on
Channel 15. Video projects promotes awareness of the video
medium as an exciting form of broadcasting. Activities this
year have included broadcasting senate meetings, doing a
follow-up show and "The Spotlight Show: The Battle
Between Greeks and Independents."
Video Project Manager: Dal Walton
Assistants: Colby Jensen, Mike Porco
and Beth Hoffman

is With Texas" Powell - the Powell-Dunn dancing school. Probe, sex in your
boots, and Theta for a lifetime. Dannie "Boogie Tillou Drop!" Blalock- the Davis Cup, a flannel
shirt, and a lifetime supply of Nintendo cartridges. Sarah "S.H.P. Yeah you know me" Pavao-
ownership of Dexters, some summer clothes, a job at Vogue, and the love of your life. Tami
"hashbrowns!" Diamond- the Steak and Shake on 17-92, part-ownership of the Den, and more
boogeying nights-But what about Bob? Catherine "Cat Woman" Jones- permanent shades for
shadiness- we love it! Amy "The Sauce" Marinari- a nice guy-you're Dunn with jerks, a constant
smile, and a a golden kite to go with your heart of gold. Dara "Honey" Schapiro- a shma, some
hagels, a personalized copy of "Edward P-Hands", tickets to the Rads, and a new bra. Claudia "La
Bamba" Garcia- a welcome back, and we hope you can get Rich quick. Rebecca "Broadway or
Bust!" Nannen- a golden kite, a Tony Award, a ring from Tyler, and always a song in your heart.
Christine "a.k.a. Theresa-Anne Marie" Fournier- a Camero, a dump Chuck, and more drunken
hysterical adventures. Kristen'Tm Back!" Broadhead- a boyfriend at Rollins, a spy kit, and April's
70 s wardrobe. Emily "knifer" Emerson- a closet broken kite, Vivarin, and a night out at Harpers.
Frizzy "Get on my Groovy Train" Tiggett- a duplicate set of keys, and an Avis to visit Davis, be-
cause remember you're no door Matt. Michaela "The Hand That Rocks The Cradle" Abalon- a
lifetime supply of Zov and Lysine, and a pacifier and a plane ticket for your boyfriend. Gail "I'm a
Theta!" Lewis- some flower power, and a middlepart, and a new Brand of Chips. Allison "Party
till the Money Runs Out" Meechem- a bigger room and bed, and a box of Ramsey's for when you
wear wild P.J.'s, but watch out for Hickies and Freakers. Amy "Groovy Shadester" Reynolds- a
perpetual buzzz to pump up the volume, and a time machine to go back to the 70' s. Dominique
"Phantom of the Opera" Beherns- a kite to fly around Theta more. Darcey "Prego, Jerry Curl"
Callendar- the key to KA, a singing voice, a social tolerance, and great future parties. Amy
"smiles, everyone, smiles" Desvemine- the kissing bandit award, and an
Theta Crush Party, 1991
occasional frown if you want ! Melissa "Going Back to Cali" Brown- more than beers the Mill,
and good luck in Cali. Kellie "I'm Free" Gardner- a BBall Championship, some arrogance, and a
greek not a geek. We're sure you Cookson up something! Cari "Inquiring Minds want to know"
Hodges- part ownership of the Den, editorship of the Rollins Inquirer, and some ambesol to keep
pains away. Kelly "Walkie Talkie" Kaulfuss- humility, and a day with nothing to do. Andrea
"White Feet" Latina- a permanent hair straightener, a golden kite, and the strength to take off
your rose colored glasses. Lisa"Georgia'a On My Mind" Meehan- a ticket to Georgia, an acting
career, and a Judd's Greatest Hits album. Tori"F-ing"Boyle- a free ticket to Colorado, your
Princeton sweatshirt back, and a notepad for messages. Suzanne "feather weight" Nicolosi- Felix
the cat, and some stilts. "Sweet" Jane Peterson- a mean streak, some four letter words, and a
long distance calling card for your man. Kari "I've Fallen and I can't get up" Pappas- a cure-all, a
nice guy, and Red Sox season tickets. Megan "The Wizard of Oz" O'neil- Paula Abdul's school of
dance, a pair of Woman's shoes, and a key to Theta. Come over more! Mandy "007" Whetsell- get
a new Taylor, one that doesn't cheat with the skirts, a nice guy at Rollins. Sessa "Private Dancer"
Szamwald- a D.J. of your own, and a boyfriend at Rollins. Wendy "Jewbinowitz" Weiss- a key to
the Phi Delt basement, a tan, and a role on Broadway. Ryan "Do me Baby" Rose- Dr. Ruth's de-
gree, the Grand Poobaship, and stock in Diet Coke and Trojans. April "Like A Virgin" Walters-
Madonna's life, some gorilla remover, and many nights with Jesse James. Carla "Sexual Choco-
late" Dunbar- Liz's Woobie, a barf bag for dating, and Depend undergarments. But no more
Sufferin' Succatash! He likes Blender Hair!
Our Special thanks to: Erin and Patrick at Seaside, Greg and Lisa at Harpers, and E.J. at the
Den. Thanks also to Jon Sellman and Jim Hurley who are die-hard honorary Thetas! And to our
new pledges— We love you!!
1991-1992 was yet another banner year for the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon. Winners of the
"Administrative Probationary Cup," is just reward for 25 years of hedonism at Rollins College.
Big "D", The women's best friend, too bad it never got you anywhere... you know any 900 num-
bers? Brownie, took a dose and wound up sleeping with Conan. Stepaleptic varsity water sports,
can you fold rubber sheets?...take a shower! Piere Crosier, We leave our favorit Frenchman: a new
guitar, a wet couch, popcorn, indestructable glasses, a bottle of tequila, and a dirty bird...how many
miles did you put on that green beamer? Slimer, the ultimate budha belly...we know who rubs it.
O'donnelli, It's tough getting a close shave with Brie ...try another brand. Nibbler, Sorry K Teee I'm
in my PJ's, Brandon I want my bunny suit back. Lars, Scammin'...nobody drops the ball like you,
you're our of the closet now! Cabbage Head, Busted in the "Nic" of time. Swaggs, to sexy for his
ego, enjoy the Sword fight Zorro? Coitis, go play in the cabbage patch! Escabar, stamps and
ramps don't mix. Doc"wanna be" Hernandez, you have to get into med school before you can play
doctor. Rahdo Woodstock, a Kappa in Sig-Ep clothing, that's ok we got you dues. Haekle, we got
your dues too. Colbit, "Hey F ker, what's up "...Bring your camera, blondy, and double barrel
beer, they want you in Hollywood. Bokmeister- I'm done, get out", and still time to party...go
Theta, go go go Theta! Loshlan, Keep your Hands to yourself. Pee Wee Herman, exposed in public
handing out wooden nickles...who's your BIG sister in Theta? Gerald "Gumby Hands" Flanders,
who's Clubbin' your girlfriend?...Next time you'll knock... go walk the mad dog. Cannonball, how's
living in a triple...does shnookie snore? Jim "Over reacf'Kelly, the break dancing leprechaun,
how's living in a triple...does shnookie snore? Benge,...Benge who? Bud, Wieser Sig-Eps know
where the house is . Rob, what's the matter, the wife won't let you graduate? Gilligan, getting
them drunk in the cobia love boat...anything with a pulse will so. .."if you can't swim just hop on my
digny "...why do they always hurl. Bunky, congratulations on your acceptance to Harvard,
not!!...nice girlfriend on ya. Woody, left and came back, had a great vacation...who, us or Woody?
Rash Cow, too many calls on your whacky phone...and you'll end up like Bunky. Frugoo, A wolf in
Hall Director clothing...keep the sheep in the basement! Putz, A lawyers wet dream, Police scan-
ners hail your name... don't drop the soap. Benwhah, only eight bucks to hurl a yard, don't forget
Sig-Ep is on the way to Kappa. Dickey, first Maddog, then Mardog, which is better?...death to the
"Social!" College, mirror, mirror on the wall...who hooks up with the ugliest of them all?...stick
with Reggie. Brandon, who's going? Who's there? Will to be cool?lock and load at 8. We'll see you
and Chad at 9. Legacy still exists at ATO. Grandma, the bare footed loner drunk, mistakes the
urinal for a LOT of things... rig it! Hornytoad, traded in your mad dog for a coat hamger, puppy
love, a Union Card, and a Zero punch... see ya! Junior, has Putt seen your grades? ouch? That's
my shoulder. T-Bone, fat, drunk, and stupid is no way to go through life... so much for the luck of
the Irish. Vlasic, it takes more than pickles to win the presidency, Pinehurst only carries twenty
votes...we got your dues tooo! Dijon, Bob Uecker's gift to athletics... try putting on the Greene.
Dana, Cashed in your Lottery ticket for a space in Pugsley, break a leg. Chucky Reshaaahhh, tried
to support park ave Polo by himself, Chuckles & Lori...more reruns than Star Trek. Gregory, Only
man with parkin permit on Mills lawn, Til need my five dollars", breaking up is hard to do...when
she had you. Prous, fighting cajun style, Prouse 2 Delts O...How come it took you so long.
Smithers, How come it only took you a week. Younger, come back we want your dues. Chadwick,
scammin sober...how the hell do you do it?...who the hell cares?... Cheers! Shwarts, WPRK +
Tequlia + Sunrise = minimum wage at Maison Blanch.
Special Thanks To: Harry for years of devotion, Loretta, and our verrie smarte pledge klass.
Special No Thanks To: The Delts and their mascot "Jimbo Hurly", the Whining Zeroes, Most of
Campus Safety, the administration and its realistic policies, and the oh so effective SGA.
To the boys of 1992: As old Sig-Ep is replaced by the new, may all our ideals keep shinning
through. The seniors thank you for the memories... P.S. Remember the Lock & Load!
EOE, 1992
NCM, 1992
Heather- You should have left Marcus down under. ALX- "Nuff said. Peggy- Ran
through a Brooke to shoot a big Cannon. Played with a Tool. Hemmed in by a Taylor.
Monica- Fraser Island, 4-wheel drive, Tequila, America Pie, and a Dommy. Julie- How was
The Jane's Addiction Concert? Scarlett- Fire. Kara- Robbing Phi Delt's cradle? Fary
Carmody- He fried your brains. Curran- How the hell do you get a rug burn on your chin?
Josette- Now you're going pro? Alice- Did you really Rob Denver? Lorie- Up Chucked.
Wendy- Jterm. Ashley- Warding off her castle. Mickey's World you've gotta understand.
I'm President!!!! Miki- Got some orange Crush? Steph- She's got Budds, too bad she can't
smoke them. Anne- Phantom. Sally- The only thing she treasures is Dave. Jeanne- If 17
gets you 20, what does 12 get you? Jess- The only NCMer who can climb a Cliff. Kim- Te-
quila Sunrise and Sex on the Beach. Liddy- Shot a Little Cannon.
No thanks to: Baby Clubber who steals our beer.
Wendy Meltzer and Ashley Kennedy at the
1991 Christmas Formal.
NCMers welcome their new sisters on Bid Saturday, February 8, 1992.
Spring Weekend with Stephanie Bothwell,Jeanne
Holland, and Mickey Billingsley.
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Rollins Outdoor Club, 1992.
The Rollins Outdoor Club is an active school organization whose purpose is to
broaden ecological and community awareness among Rollins students, faculty and staff.
Our group's goal is to increase awareness of the enviorment and our impact on the
enviorment. Our members learn and fine-tune ourdoor skills and become more aware of
their natural surroundings. R. O. C. enhances student's social, intellectual, and personal
growth by bringing together people with different values, interests, and ideas under a
common pursuit. Lyman Lodge, the R. O. C. house, is a central place where the
organization's activities may be discussed, developed, and carried out. The R. O. C. house
serves as a symbol for the Rollins community for activity in and concern for the
enviorment.
We believe that our goals are reached by sponsoring a variety of activities including
cleanups of Florida beaches, rivers, and parks. We also sponsor educational lectures,
films, and courses which we feel to be of importance during outdoor activity. We espe-
cially enjoy planning trips of all sorts including camping, white water rafting, scuba div-
ing, canoeing, biking, hiking, rock climbimg, show skiing, surfing, sky diving, and many
others. Through these excursions into the ourdoors, we hope to promote appreciation for
the ourdoors while establishing a relaxed atmosphere within which people can learn
about themselves and others.
R. O. C. s all-campus trips promote individual respect and self-esteem by providing
the challenge of the outdoors, thereby bringing our people's strenghts and weaknesses.
R. O. C. tries to help people realize this so that they can accept and respect themseleves ^
and others for what they have to offer.
unded in 1929 by Dr. Hugh F. McKean and James B. Beam, the X Club is the oldest Frater-
g at Rollins and the oldest local fraternity in the nation. We are a small, close-knit organiza-
,
respectfully known as Rollins' most social organization. The Club continues to maintain its
tradition of closefriends and Hell Times.
Carter- I'll gladly pay you Tuesday for a hamburger today," Frith. Panda- Your problem is not
obvious. Bishop- Roses are red, violets are blue, hope my old girlfriend's not a Delt cover too.
Gundog- Pops around like a Jack. Tripper- Psychadelic cave dweller, captain of only the S. S.
Seconds. Morgansa- Moon tanning with Opraah; honorary mouch(half man, half couch). Re-Run-
Late night munchies? Cheese on a graham cracker? Big Ole- In and out of 18 holes, but still play-
ing with his putter. Marki- Do not pass go! Go directly to the Health Center! Pacific- Wildman of
the X-Club; rock stars tour moves to P.A. Vegas- GENERAL back pattin', Home-Depot rappin',
Binky slappin', dip packin' WESTMORELAND. Lumpy Lander- April showers, Lane brings flowers.
Brett- Next stop, Markie's room. G-Spot- A Presidential retrospective;" Skinny, drunk, and stupid is
no way to go through life." Britpoker- Always Pokin' his head into other people's private business.
Brando- "Give me the drive and I'll keys home, "(Harpers). Toilet- Mr. Too-Loose starts slogan; "I'm
as high as Jeff Tillou." Fareli-twelve ounce girls, foulest clubber award again. Sandimas-
Way,way,gone fishin'! Squirrel- Oh you wolf packin', karate choppin', veggie eatin', snaggle-tooth
girly man weavin' your webster... Tonra- Self proclaimed"Big man on campus" breaks down doors
to get what come to him. Marsh- Grumpy; shaggy; swans on dinners: "Smells like chicken, tastes
like fish." Tom- Nice guy clubbers always finish last. Jake- One punch Ward. Fitzy- Itzy, bitzy,
fitzy-- whose drivin' the train Ryan? Grundy- Half the size, twice the weight; P in' on raps in
Ward. Godley- Future stud of the club if he only gets beyond his petting stage. Luke- Wall Street
wizzard can't trade for a rap. Wilbur- "Well. It's T for Texas, and it's T for the white whale too."
Kyle- Ghost clubber; out of sight, out of mind. Don Joe- "Soccer, skiing, and X-Club too, Joe
Virgilio I LOVE YOU."-M. T. Ben- Needs Potty Trainin' Lessons but spends money on sweet club
tattoo.
With the "Clubbers," 1992.
The President, after initiation. -We want to go back to go back to sunny
Florida."
X-Club 1992
To the Fraters who brought back the Teke spiri--n-oc-co-oc. The Chapter with the Balls is back!
Special Thanks to the Babes, the Sadostoc Alumni (the Jade Hammer, Bazil, et al), the pubs, and
the competition (yeah, right). We're kicking, keep it up!!!
Joe a.k.a. Rip...Uhhhhh, what was that? A bottle of white-out for your art, a truckload of
grease for the doo, a beer belly; Hose... Freedom for you people, another set of twins (at the same
time!), and Felito's mother; The Almighty OPIE... the re One, Need a beer? Hey Babe, I'm a virgin,
I don't do that!! Need a beer? I had a G-R-E-A-T time... period; Felito/Flex... Let's go kill the Delts,
a "How to be a.. Real Man'' book, a case of Mezcalfor those unfortunate, sober moments; J.C. a.k.a.
Pitbull... Whoever gets the most (of the best) before he dies- wins, another three inches, all the
dancers you haven't had; Biff... How Bourgeois, yes, you are NAFF, a real life without operas and
croquet, are you sure you're not a Delt? Apple Strudel... Beam the rest of my brains down- Scotty,
a clue, you Dirty Rotten Scoundrel; Moagley... the ballet bathroom cleaner, a hundred bars to
pass out at, erasable markers to handout before you pass out, and a Fox Day you can live through;
Ahmadillo... HaHaHaHaHaHa, a real Diploma, a babe born in the same decade as yourself, admis-
sion to the Hatian School of Medicine and Witch Doctors ; Hobie the Horrible... "I'm an Ass...", a
snorkel for those deep dives, standards, and beergoggle defoggers; Grimace... killed any Alpha
Chi's lately? watch out for those swinging doors- Nosebleed, a treadmill for the extra poundage, gin
and tonics till you die, and a bigger tinker- you lymie; Shamoo... our Little John, a diet, a grade
point average, a life without your computer; Spanky... "I was this close," a semester-long TEKE-
Quilla event with Tatu, a real athletics team; Lou Zerr... a dress-to-get-laid party, a blow-up doll, a
friend, a bigger knife to carve up Dan with and salt to pour into his wounds; Zonker... our Old Wise
Man, a diploma (need we say more?), a whip to strike back with, and plenty of Free-Balling experi-
ences; Nestor a.k.a. Caveman... a prayer, a cure, Arnold- he's not that big, a babe to beat with
your club, lessons on how to wall; Chris T.... a Fraternity that knows you better, and more rumors
to get your image lower; George... shyboy, you don't fool us- you pig, a real roommate; Myers...
"Bottom Line, I'm not lying... Money, Please," what's that piece you drive? a night with T.V. -keep
wishing; Venerable P./ Gomer... our pledge, so what's the head count- one and a half? A person-
ality that doesn't get you killed, plastic surgery, a face book for those dateless moments; Neil a.k.a.
Raghead... a guide to the English language, modesty, tact, and control over the ole hormones;
Tato/Giggles... the Great Hunter, spear-fishing in Melbourne, a fog machine; Cooter... "I can fix
it," the hell raiser, a casual night of terror, and a non-explosion car; MasterBates... a night out
without your wife; Corpse... 5 rounds with OPIE (if you can last that long, you little shit!), a face
book to find a real date, a haircut, any chick; Doughnuts... a map to the Teke house; Shady... a
Reputation, an extra foot for your mouth, a new hiding place for your Sin Book, a babe that can't
outrun you, a bid from Schmig Ep; Skater... "Frater Skater, Frate Skater..." our Idol, lap dances
from hell, tasty waves and a cool buzz; Woody... a sun tan, a life, and a stiff drink.
To the men of January, 1992: Keep the family and tradition high. It's one hellacious trip.
Tau Kappa Epsilon '92
.1 *
The Brothers welcome new pledges 1992.
1*
Neil Alkoni, Brian White, Pete DAngelo, Lance Oulette, Don Leblond,
and Jeff Kline celebrate the weekend with a party, of course.
X
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Is this great pledge duty or
what?
LEFT: Andreas Rosendahl and
Glenn Kroll enjoy an afternoon
polo match.
"Even though we ll be miles apart, we'll always be close in our hearts!" Nothing left to do but
smile...
Tiffa: Two glasses of wine and she'll be fine. No more dancing on the ceiling! Wesley: Leave the
bain de soleil and Panama Jack behind and enjoy life in the big city. Christine:... last seen driving
a Volvo station wagon with 6 toe-head surfer kids hanging off the bumper. P.S.- take a valium.
Carla: Our shady little Panhel Prez. Keep an eye on your clothes while late night swimming. Nina:
You dissing bandit! Jumping on your bed with your "Robe" on. Cynthia: Later little man tate! The
west is the best without you. Winston: Don't let "Freddie" creep into your dreams. Allison: Is it
really better the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,... time around? Cara: Your door is always open. Whose the lucky
man? Ricki: With Judd on her fingers and Ben on her shoes, we knew she wasn't singing the
blues. Emily F.: After Floyd "Faled," the visiting stranger gave you an A. Mimi: What will Alf stir
up in the garage for you next? Cecie: What were you doing when the Dead came to town?
Suzanne: After trying all the other "condements," you stuck with the "Dejohn." Colby: How can
you maintain your shadiness with curious George around? Sara: Now that you've decided to shop
at "Walsh mart," thanks for the bold display of PDA. Jen H.: If life is a bowl of cherries, why do yu
keep picking the "Pitts?" Amy: She saw good of Saint "Nick" in his "Carter" underwear. Claudia:
What's Mr. Magoo have that all the others don't? Hillary: Is your room such a "zoo" that guys have
to scale the walls in rollerblades to see you? Pam: Was your major Elemntary education or sex
education? Look out Dr. Ruth! Lauren: After you finally let the "Crow" fly, you learned to fly on
Dana's broken wing. Lindsay: If you're going to play the field, why don't you ever bring in a home
run? JenniferP.: As clean as your room is, be careful of those skeletons in your closet! Jen R.:
Even though you're dabbling with "Diebel," you know the #1 reason to be an actress is the pro-
ducer. Mary Cullen: Get out of the shady basement and let the sun shine in. Cathy: The first
Kappa to leave Rollins with the rock of Gibraltar on her finger. Serena: After taking a wrong turn
down Club "Lane," you got back on track in McKean. Kristen: Even though you came in late, we're
glad you're our sister, you sure are great! Emily S.: You may strip for us, but we know you'll take a
long "spin!" Sally: Mustang Sally! Ride Sally ride... you've sure made up for lost time. Marianne:
Sugar-n-spice and everything nice... if they only know your shady truth. Wendy: Hey Pal! After
graduation, the ball will be in your court. Vandy: After New Years Eve, you "Drew" cards and de-
cided to shake your "boudie."
^50
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R ABOVE: The girls of Kappa welcome their new
n pledges on Bid Saturday, February, 1992.
K 1
Suzanne Green, Emily Speers, Cara Crowley,
Tiffa Beurle, and Marli O'Brien live it up at the
Mock Halloween Bash, November, 1991.
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"Take advantage of everyday because graduation is not far away. We'll miss you! Love, the
Seniors."
Betsy: She who sleeps all day waits for her man late night so she can play. Kathy: Mrs.
Nicholson., remember us? We wish you a lifetime of happiness and wellness. Susie: "Bada,bada,
swing bada"- if you miss, don't leave in a "Furor." Anne: A busy girl who has time to "jam" in all
the pleasures of life. Lizzie: You've been on the boat and in the city. We haven't seen you lately-
what a pity. Jennie: We know you like hanging out, but try to be more careful. Christy: You fired
your "Canon" and now you're free to be random. Clara: So we hear your favorite drink is a "Tom
(Collins." Christina: Is it Italy, running, or the new Club"er" that has helped you golf swing so
much? Marli: Does your guy from home know you've been playing too much "Tagg?" Lala: Most
likely to be living in Connecticut getting "Lahee'd." Stacey: Hangin out at the baseball field
"Jonesin" for a home-run! Peggy: She's back with a smile for round 3 with Gomer Pyle. Dayna:
Patiently waiting for your own version of the "lizard shirt" with Mark. Lee: We missed you while
you were on the ship, but we wondered how "Lowe" you could dip. Chata: So much for those New
dear's resolutions. Kate: We saw you driving your "Carr" in your "PJs." Andrea: Lovin O'shogs...
it's ok to have crushes. Shannon: Get over your eventful fall, and tie one on to please them all.
Aleese: After your "Rodnom" year, you're finally getting real with "Beall." Holly Highfield: Ward,
Seth, Ward, Seth... Christine: It's a small world after all. Get it? Holly H.: Kappa's own Ivana
Trump. Hope no one steals your man. Amanda: You grabbed the "Bull" by the horns and taken
control. Sue: "Tucan" Sue- Jason who? Paige: Do you remember Black and Blue? We saw you
being so untrue! Rylie: Good luck on your safari- club won't be the same without you. Kerri:
Gained super "Powers" to set yourself free. Lara: Pizza or Greg latenight. Which one tonight?
Mandy: On the two "Lane" highway of life, you can never have enough "Jays" or be "too loose."
Cathy S.: Danced to I've got the "Power" but found a new partner for the Huki Lau. Jen W.: She
likes a "Bundy" and he's not married with children. Grayson: We heard you like to cruise with
James, but soon you'll be alone at sea.
arlos Menacho-I leave to Mike Kell, one of the last seven green rubbers. Good hunting! To
2 Spitzmiller I leave the love of my life, Chucha. To Pistor and Alfredo I leave Bethany... the two
of you should be able to satisfy her. Alex Dank- I leave to Jordan the "Dank Scholarship." To Mark
Klein I leave 150 hours of community service, To Mark Brown I leave a picture of my perfect volley.
To "Doogie" Darren Rothschild I leave the ATO Ping Pong trophy and the Alex Dank signature Ping
Pong Paddle. To Paul Zines I leave a wedding invitation. (Scott and JP)- Leave Nate, Word, Josh
and Remi the coalition. JP- Leaves Paul Saenz: in charge of the lots of standards committee; leaves
Mack B.- the KY connection; leaves Lou Addesso- hygiene; Scott- leaves Malon a diploma. Alex
Johnson leaves: Dave Faris a pair of Knee-high socks; Kirk Nalley a garden salad;Jesse N. 12 more
inches so you can retire at dunk ball and do the real thing, and a flawless history paper; Jordan L.
a phone call when I'm in Boca; Marc K. a roll of 35mm, 100 speed, 36 exposure film; Matt Bunting
my tremendous ability to create "Group Speaks"; Derek Huey my golf swing; Mark Brown my rap, a
steady woman, my ability to maintain a fuctional relationship, my couch and my "triple." Steve
Rotz- To Thurston I leave Cester, An ENEMA with a complimentary can of Glade, some sense,
dirctiothe salad bar and Simaphoya; To Phipps I leave golf clubs, a live rendition of Frank Sinatra's
"New York, New York," a year's supply of all new Backward Country Music, and Simaphoyah; to
Certo I leave something to laugh about, loosen up son; directions for putting on a T-shirt, some-
thing to Bag up and take with you, and Some Simaphoya; to Jordan I leave a trip to Attitudes; to
Lou Addesso I leave hygiene; to Saenz I leave a chick; to Nalley I leave NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING. Andrew Blackmon- To Jordan Snider, fellow founder of Big Daddy's, I leave a Freudian
analysis of Life, take care of the couch; a pot of water from Boca; to Marx Klein Uguana Wanna in
Cancun, and an override into "hanging Loose;" to Doogie, a job with Campus safety, be careful! to
Lou tablets and a vocabulary; to M. Brown a Dish Rag, a gift certificate to Jimmersons; to K. Nalley,
as much as I put in- The ability to always distrupt meetings and avoid work at all costs. Try to keep
a woman for more than a Month! C Day and touch of class; to the basketball players, the evolution
of a newer stronger clique-pick up Klein for us; to Jason Gosnell, grades with out effort- a Big
Brother Skill; to Bunting + Huey, a stock in Trojan, and the microwave for our house next year, a
view of my room; Mike Hernandez- to Paul Lennicx: the strength to effectively cope with things that
will be far worse than anything your old roommate ever did... new shoes... what's left of the gold
dust... and come see me later I have a surprise in a cup for you! Good luck on tour. To Mark
Brown: medication for his turpet's syndrome... a long-lasting relationship with one of the many
women he "loves"... the ability to go every night... a roomy double in the house with Lou Addesso...
and all my "English" stuff... not now Doogir... Niooo! To Alex Dank I leave a neverending, scrump-
tious buffet... An accountant to keep track of all the money I still owe you... Good luck in marriage
and in your job search- "check the papers!" Your finally out of the hot seat! (or are you?) To Lou
Addesso I leave a cure for all of your horrible afflictions... a supply of Turet's medication.. Some
food for your turtle... One more big win!... And some respect-- otherwise I'll be sleeping with the fish
like Luca Brazzi. To Andrew Blackmon I leave fire bush, a beautiful wedding ceremony for you and
Liz(you were made for each other)... A honeymoon in Cancun... A life full of ball's out... Memories of
our college years... You are and always will be the pinnacle of class! To Alex Johnston I leave the
ability to focus and concentrate on one, just one unit at a time... A Miami Dolphins Superbowl
victory... Deed to Lite Beer, Miller Brewing Company... And the courage to put down that book and
take the skirt off and go out with the boys once in a while. To Kirk Nalley I leave a vocabulary more
geared to people his age... Some humbleness... Some of my wily Spanish charm... And a position in
government so he can intrigue the whole world with his bullsh_t and big words. To Paul Saenz I
leave my title as loneliest man in ATO. Pete Beaudette I leave the strength of a thousand bison in
order to ward off the myriad of gorgeous women that stalk him night and day. . . I leave a request
that you write a book and share with the world your winning ways to getting your way with
women... Good luck Guiseppe!! To Chad Phipps I leave a law degree from Harvard so you can bail
ATO out of the large lawsuit that will inevitably occur. . . A partnership with Big Daddy. .
.
Some of my study habits... More perks just because you are a basketball player. To Derek
Thurston I leave the ability to actually go to class once in a while... Free counseling for your jibber
addiction... Wonderful buffets next year in the locker room... And of course the ability to go out
drinking without committing a felony. To Steve Rotz I leave a great resume... which will lead to a
promising career... Some new inventions for our business... Some peanuts for the elephant which
sits upon your head every morning... A wife who had no sense of humor and is a police officer...
Tons and tons of foot powder... And an attractive earring case for your toe jam. To Jordan Snider I
leave the ability to lose weight and keep it off. . . A new diet partner for next year. . . Patience to deal
with Brown next year... An invitation to join me in a year, in my futile search for employment... A
jibber night with me... An individual National Championship... And a long lasting friendship with
Michael Judd. THE END!
Beth("Buddy"): Keep Slidin' into home. Laura: she weebled and she wobbled and she FELL
>wn. Stacey: Quit MONKEYING around, and keep out of lofts. Meredith: A pillow at the bar, and
a Park Ave people mover. Vanessa("Tude"): "Just remember, use a condom! Ay Caramba!"
Morgen: Ouija says "7 months and counting!" Cydney: "I meant a Bud Light," and a Beeline to
Vero. Diane("Duckettes"): JB on the rocks. AbbyC'Flowerpothead"): we love our Ross calendar
girl. Lauren: Stairway to Heaven! Katie: Rubbing A. Ladin's Lamp? Carolyn: WOOD you please
give him up for Gonad the Gladiator!? Nathalie: What is his name? Gretchen: Ben Wah Balls.
Maria: Get a room. Kristi F.: Those crew guys sure have nice strokes Michelle: Funnel it... just
open your throat. Susan G.: " Small, don't care at all, she says she likes the motion." Suzanne G.:
Crunchy... How much are Club dues? Romy: Don't settle for Sloppy Seconds!! Jen H.: BAENSCH
WARMER. Tymi: Ginger Dances with Wolves. Jeannie: Dal-ilama of CONTROL. Amanda: Look-
ing for a cowboy named Gino. Emily: A Bungle in the Jungle! Meghan: "What'd he say when I said
what'd he say?!" Rachel: Ricardo Montalbon... Smiles, everyone, smiles. Lisa (LAL): "Good Morn-
ing Neverland!," You should pluck de rose, before you get rusty. Kari: Who are his people!?? Kriya:
White Men Can't Hump! Kristen L. ("Dizzy Bat"): "F_ OFF, PIG!" Jen M.: Has the little Chi Psi
been initiated yet?! Ruth:"Gee, your hair smells terrific!" Krisztina ("Bowhead,"): Smoked any
Jays, lately? Deirdre (DBO): You can call on the phone or come to the couch. Mary: Stairway to
Heaven, or G'S R US. Tracy: Hey sexy girlfriend! Where do you put his Tips? Carol: It's in, it's
out, it's over. Kristen P.:"Can we vote on that?" Swim to Bimini! What?Who?Huh? Amy C.R.:
"Singer, actress, model" Glad you're comin' to college! Jen Reicher: Nous t' amons! MelissaR.:
She hopped a Hurley, and rode out of town. Cassie:"Ladies, ladies... let's talk about sex!"
Marianne: "She does her best work at a desk!" Kim: Waa Waa. Suck it up, your outfit looks fine.
Kristie S.:"That's what friends are for!" Leigh: SHE HAS DONE IT! 'fess up. Melissa S.: Streakin'
at TKE? AdrianafJiffy Lube"): "I like em big and stoopid. " Elenor: Are you playing catch up?!
Play the Dating Game! Kelly: RA--MIA. Milette: Is Arthur geting P-laid? Sarah("Wiley Chi-yote"):
Ruthie, Moore or less. Ruthie: Are you getting Nailled? Too much, too often... Liz("Lizard"): Are
you INKLINED towards a Cracker?
We hope that you'll find the friendships, fun and sisterhood that we have found. Enjoy! We
Sisters celebrate at the Chi-O Alpha Chi initiation
January, 1992.
"We really do like each other!!"
Pinehurst
Bill Gridley in his Star gazing,
birthday suit.
1992
Juliette- "I'm going to take a nap." Bridget- "I don't have time! He doesn't have any goals!"
Wendy- It's too strong!" Hugging the toilet. DeeDee- "Too many guts, too little time." Jody "I'm
too sexy for my shirt" Greenstein. Kristen- CPK,"Are you as good as your pledges?" Jody
McManus- Tina, I m in Tampa. Can you come pick me up?" "Jello shots, anyone?" How's that whip
cream and green banana? Deanna, Sherri, and Kristen- "Have you found your lives yet?" Noelle-
"There have to be people out there who think!" Ilena-"PMS misses you." Lizette-"You know what
Karen wishes." Feola-"the hair whip" to Nirvana/Res/ Dominick EVERYWHERE! Blanca- I lost my
contact!" Martinez-"Don't touch the hair!!" "I want 5 chicken soft tacos." Joelle-"How do we get rid
of this guy?" "All I need are men, beer, and sex!" Mary & Ingrid-"Hotel Ingie & Mary" and 10th
graders outside our window. Karen P.- Just how much do you hate laundry? Amy, Melin, and
Noelle- 4 years long— "I never would've done it without you!" Nury- Best Big Sis!! Lisa Feola-Taco
Hell, Road Trips, the three "scary" musketeers. DeeDee-"Is he Italian or Latin?" Mary-"I brake for
everything!" You're a bat out of hell! "New Orleans wiil never be the same!!" Maria- 10 hours with a
whale mating call driving with a muffin in you lap. Shelley- Wednesday night at Resurrection with
a man who can't speak English."My favorite Slimer, a Playgirl, #1 little sister." Melin- All night talks
about love, life and men on the water. All my love-good luck! Tammy, Jen and Karen- New Year's
Eve in Boston with hot chocolate and Horns. Tammy-Men Men Men! Many more deep talks to
come, can I borrow some jewelry? Have Tom talk to my man. To the Dixie Chicken-Can you dance
it? Lara-Kitten in pull out bed for 12 hours—Aaaahhh!!! "I touch myself what a song. Sally-"One
peach schnapps and oj coming up." Key West Ladies-a cheeseburger in paradise for 4 days!
Veronica-My buddy and me! Kristen-No more nuns! Jody- Locked in Elementry School! OH NO!!
Nury and Veronica are the Disco Mamas!! Nury-"I certify she can rap wherever!!"
"Akamakapicksei!!" Julie-Ann-Do you want a picture with—-?Nury- 1 love my bubble gun— I got the
best presents!!! To D2- 1 left my brain at home. To Tina-Good Luck girl! It's worth it!! Maria-Thanks
for the "cabbage." She will miss you.Butthead floods the bathroom. Rules Spring Break '92- No
fighting, no bitching, don't go by yourself, no guys in the room!! Karen-PLEASE forget about John!!
Veronica- "I have so much fun with you!! "--Village Inn. What a great formal— I had so much fun.
Nury never makes it up to her loft.
To our 1992 pledges- Keep the spirit of Phi Mu alive!! We love Phi Mu!
Jen Griffith, Melin Uhler, and Tina
Renes working with Habitat for
Humanity.
Nury Lavandier, MoniqueElias De Mari, and Veronica De
La Torre celebrate before the Fall Formal, 1991.
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The gang's all here. Fall Formal, 1991.
LEFT: Jody McManus and Tina Renes.
Phi Delta Theta

The senior sisters ofXLR8 bid farewell to all the silver and the gold. It has been a long, strange trip
for us, yet yours is just beginning. Remember to keep a smile as bright as our star at night. The journey
is long, but the adventure continues!
We leave you with a few words of wisdom:
-- Never lose your sense of humor...
It kept us going for four years.
~ Never lose your cool...
It gets pretty steamy if you do.
~ Never lose your hope...
Good foundations are hard to find.
-- Never lose your love...
An 8, when laid on its side, stands for eternity.
With these words in mind and our spirit in heart, all we can say is
—
Groove on sisters!!!
XLR8
LEFT:Welcome to XLR8-
March 1992.
ABOVE :Sisterly bonding
warm night.
BELOW: XLR8s at Fall
Formal..
1992
What a beautiful bunch. Fall Formal, November, 1991.
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I missed out on a lot of things at Rollins, but I won't shed a tear, my social life was baseball, 10
months a year. So what did I really miss? Not much at all. Getting drunk. Getting tan. Like I said, not
much at all. Most seniors graduate in a job market that's lame, but with my baseball diploma, I'll be
playing a game. Poetry about us though, I'll give it a shot, Arcos Protos I am, but a poet, I'm not.
Firstly there's my boy Johnny B. At his 4years at Rollins, he couldn't ever get it for free. Big Al is
next, whose choice of women was awful, thus, the lifetime hogster is all we can offer. Thanks so much to
Rich for your great GPA and your Monday donations to T.W.A. On the football field Little Al was as
fast as you could be, but on Thursday nights he was a 4th fighter groupie. Happy Kandyman was a
friend to all, but he loved his J.D. and Jim Bean most of all.
Here's stressed out Fruity who bet on the frog, he went for a cow and in the end, got dogged.
There was a brother named Fats, whose girlfriend was Pam, after 3 months of dating things began to
fall off the poor man.
Now to Brian and Matt, or is it Matt and Brian, Some still can't tell the difference so stop your
damn cryin'!!!
Then there's Sassy Seed, the Chi Psi pack rat, female qualifications are that you're big, red, and fat.
We saw our boy Wolfie have a great year, but the only problem is you were never over here.
I give the lifetime sponge award to Sweet Lou, make it easy on yourself and transfer to F.S.U..
To Jorge, you speak Spanish well, and your English is fair, but when it comes to your music, we
really don't care.
With the new coach, Crabby wasn't a big hit, but he really doesn't care, and that's the way he likes
it.
Pipes is still an idiot. No ryhme, no poem, that's it.
To Pixie, we didn't know you were into ballerinas, but cowboy hats and handcuffs; hey, we gotta
hand it to ya'.
To my roomie Mike, you had a great year at the plate, but when it comes to Jenn, where's the big
date?
Melin came and Lindsey left.
To Riva, in life do whatever you can to make sure that no one cuts off either one of your hands.
I believe that Shady is as neutral as you could be, but I'm glad I was on your side when you were the
judge on I.F.C.
My advice to Will before you get too old, do the right thing and settle down with Nicole.
Flippo is cool, he hooks us with cash every year, but he boned his little bro, with his feminine hell
week gear.
Life just wouldn't be the same without Pyne, and nothing escapes his keen camera eye.
Goluf is a drunk, and his limit is light, and you're a great male friend to Pappas and White.
Judd has calmed down and we're happy for that, He didn't beat up anyone this year in our entire
frat.
And then there was Higgins, a little male whore, the only meaning in his life was Star Trek at 4.
Congrats to Fuzzy, yuked 42 times in one week, even your girls in Fox Hall would consider it a feat.
Little Man Toph, our own drunken stumbler, where does the alcohol go, we all seem to wonder.
In the triple there's Scales, who never wears a frown, but do us a favor, and turn your*@#* stereo
down!
There's poor old Steg, who's bullpen hours can't be matched, so many thanks from Mike and I, and
now we hope you can catch.
Poor Joe Caputo got screwed sat the field, so his body took in as much alcohol as it could yield.
Then there was Plante whose hygiene was schmeek, got Heismaned 30 times by a girl named Anik.
Hey Frost, how many lick does it take to get to the popsicle stick?
Johnson had enough money to buy Miami but he pissed it away so fast,
Now there's Josh, who still wants to quack like a duck;
And to Orlando, what do you call Ike with no tail... stuck!!
Upstairs to Pete, the Mass legacy continues, but when it came to, whatever got into
You?
--compiled by Chris Mader

"How Much Love, Sex, Fun, and
Amy,
Kristi,
AND
"In a Cold World, You Need
Friendship can a Person Stand?"
Your Friends to keep You Warm."
Greenhouse '92
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Melinda Crowley and Anne Hansford. Chris Johnson and Pete Seott.
Michelle Fowler, David Preaus, Cabot Williams, Ken Foraste. Carol Picton, and
Romy Hefner at the Chi Omega Fall Formal.
(n 1961. freshmen were required to wear beanies
until the soccer team's first victory.
Day or
night, home
or away,
Rollins
is still
unforgettable
.
Mark Rashkow and Richard Mulligan.
Some of the most popular new courses of 1966 included The Art
of Conversation, Happy Living, and Appreciation of College Freedom
Marshall Phillips, Laura Brainard, and Kristin Preble enjoy each other's company.
When Alfond donated the funds for the pool, he specified that it should be one
foot shorter than competition length so as to be used for recreation only.
John Sullivan takes time out to think. Laura Brainard and Pete Wood dress up.
Heather Peroni. Julie Scar, and Monica Oring get together.
(n 1966. Rollins admitted its first black student
The Black Student Union was formed in 1972.
One of the unforgettable trips lo the Keys, this one went by boat.
The motto of a 1979 Rollins bartending course was, "We teach our
students to be as comfortable behind the bar as they are in front of it.

Unfor
Cele
Frank Hernandez, Shawn College, Tori Doney, and Dave Di Giacomo
drink to Tori's twenty first birthday at Seaside.
Kappas eelebrate KKG President Tiffa Beurfi
Border Cantina.
Above the fireplace of Mayflower Hall rests
an actual Piece of the Pilgrim ship.
<bi (second from the right) birthday a( Brooks Rans, Dan Westmoreland. Lane Fazion, Chris Tonra, Matt
Evans, and Steve Farrelly enjoy a boat trip.
A 1979 Sandspur issue featured complaints about Beans -
high prices, long lines, and a lack of vegetarian meals.
"The Summit"
On November 8, 1991, an All-
College Planning Summit was held.
President Rita Bornstein stated that
the purpose of this gathering was to
set goals for the future of the
College. As the Summit approached,
students' reactions varied. Some
remembered the Student Life Sum-
mit of the 1988-89 academic year
and hoped for similar opportunities
for involvement. Meanwhile, others
planned to use the Friday without
classes as the start to a long
weekend.
Following the opening remarks
on Mills Lawn, participants chose
from one of five morning sessions,
all held in the Bush building. This
choice of location was another
source of student complaints. The
afternoon also offered a choice of
five sessions; the most popular
among students, not surprisingly,
was the Student Life session.
As the afternoon sessions drew to
a close, all participants were
summoned to Bush Auditorium.
There, the moderators and recorders
for each session briefly summarized
the topics and priorities highlighted
during the day. Finally, everyone
gathered outside for ice cream.
While many valuable suggestions
were offered, there was a general
concern about the feasibility of many
of the ideas. S.G.A. responded with
its own S.T.A.R.T.A.T. Rally, held
Thursday, November 2 1 , on Mills
Lawn.
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Chris Mande, Jennifer Goblisch, Penelope Richey, Skipper Moran, and
Adriana Valdes await the day's opening remarks. The pink buttons on
many people's clothing remind others to "demand diversity.''
-.V
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Senior Jason Dimitris concentrates on finishing his breakfast, while
students, faculty, and staff wonder what the day will bring.
In the (ate 1980*s, the brothers of Kappa Alpha protested the loss of
their house by moving into tents Pitched in front of Carnegie Hall.
Fifty years
later, the
experience is
still
unforgettable
Philip R. Kelly, Class of 1942
As a Rollins student, Kelly was a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,
a writer for the Sandspur, and a member
of the infamous OOOO society. Some of
Kelly's unforgettable Rollins memories
include quarterbacking the Lambda Chis
to two unbeaten seasons, hearing the
radio news of the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
and campus sings along the lakefront in
the spring. He also fondly remembers
the scent of orange blossoms and girls
dressed in lovely white. In recent visits
to Rollins, Kelly has noticed the tremen-
dous growth of the physical plant and
the subsequent shrinkage of the Horse-
shoe and Lakefront. He has also noticed
that today's students "don't look much
different than we did, except for hair-
styles."
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity in 1940. Kelly is the second from the left in the top row. 1988 Nobel Laureate
Donald Cram, a 1941 graduate, is first on the left in the second row.
(n 1968, students stormed President McKean's house,
protesting the cancellation of Thanksgiving break.
THE UNFORGETTABLE
ROLLINS EXPERIENCE
Dan Golub and Jake Ward lake in a view of the lush Australian
countryside.
Until 1971. all students had weekday and weekend curfews
Women's curfews were always earlier than men's.
dedicated to the
housekeeping staff of
Rollins College
Every day we notice how beautiful the campus is, both on the inside and
on the outside. In fact, we have even come to expect this beauty and
to sometimes take it for granted. We remark to each other about the
exterior beauty -- Lake Virginia, the green grass, and the silhouette of the
chapel tower as early evening approaches. When we notice the clean-
liness of the interiors of the buildings, however, we usually fail to
verbalize our appreciation.
We repeatedly pass by members of the Housekeeping Staff. Sometimes,
we smile or nod, but it is rare that we will these people how integral
they are to making the entire Rollins experience unforgettable.
For this reason, we are dedicating the 1992 Tomokan to the Rollins
Housekeeping staff. We appreciate their continued efforts to keep our
offices and residence halls in great condition; without these efforts, the
Rollins experience would still be memorable, but it would not be
nearly as unforgettable.
-the 1992 Tomokan staff
thank you
you're unforgettable!
Cindy Karlovec
Scott Gould
Leah Grohe
Michele Turton
Cristina Whitehouse
Julie-Ann Neubaum
1992 Tomokan
Anne Hansford
Layout Editor
Underclasses
Academics
Sports
Interest Groups
Residential Groups
Layna Mosley
Features Editor
Staff: Christine Bloom, Gigi Collimore, Diane Doucette, Georgie Edwards,
Caroline Futch, Chris Hagy, Ruth Mlecko, Marli O'Brien, Anik Palulian,
Kristen Sparks
We wish to give special thanks to a few people without whom this book could
not have been produced. Sally and Suzy in the Alumni House helped us contact
alumni. Trudy in Archives helped us find old photographs for the divider pages,
while Jack Lane and Kate in Archives provided us with facts about the history
of our college. The Media Contacts of each campus group were also important
resources. Finally, a million thanks to Paul Viau; without Paul this book would
never have made it as far as the computer. Thanks...you're unforgettable.
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You feel so nrw 2nd fresh and
good — all over— when you pause for
Coca-Cola. It's sparkling with quick
refreshment . . . and it's so pure and
wholesome — naturally friendly
to your figure. Let it do things —
good things — for you.
BOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY ET
ORLANDO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
"Coke is a registered trade-mark. 1954, The Coca-Cola Company
1084 W. Fairbanks Avenue Jacqueline Sugaski
Winter Park, FL 32789 Owner / Stylist
(behind Florida desk) 628-3330 or 628-8830
For One Stop Shipping
Located in Winter Park Corners
1 94 1 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, Fl 32792
407) 677-SHIP (7447)
FAX: (407) 677-4557
i 1
$1.00 OFF
Any Package
SHIPPED ANYWHERE
L J
Hair Design for Men and Women
20% Discountto RollinsStudents HI
647-3442
544 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
(across from Le Cordon Bleu)
^OA\ENTO
^OA\ENJOpUE
ICD
CLOSED
CALUGI E CIANNELLI
BLUE SYSTEM
306 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Fl 32789
C^offins Cofie^e
(proclamation
: v-4fcT 1
t/t/s morning epitomizes quintessentlaHy Vv»> ^4
-a
tfie vernalperfection of (Nature's Beauty; and
^Whereas, a liberated mindandwholesome spirit require
periodic renewal at Matures font; and
Mature calls us to put aside for a day our
mundane tasks;
QS[o\V therefore, qdo declare this day,
the gLf_ day of /£?u/
Nineteen (Hundredand Ninety £gfg^
when sky fills my /u:<w/;
Bluer thdn thought
cleaner than number
foments
ofsinking my teeth
into now tike a hungry fox . . .
<ftargc (Piercy
each rollins citizen isherebydirected to enjoy this .
beautiful dayand the special fellowship of rollins college
and Summoned to a feast on the millslawnat s. oo pm.
oJhe ffox cfhe (president
Fox Day 1992
April 29
The Fox made his twenty-
eighth ANNUAL APPEARANCE ON
Mills Lawn this year...
After weeks of concern that
THIS BELOVED CREATURE WOULD
not visit Rollins, students
were greeted by the bells of
Knowles Chapel on a Wednes-
day MORNING THE LAST WEEK IN
APRIL. WHILE THE TIME WHEN THIS
DAY WOULD OFFER A REPRIEVE
FROM TESTS HAD PASSED FOR
MOST, STUDENTS WERE STILL
ELATED. MANY MADE THE TRADI-
TIONAL PILGRIMAGE TO COCOA
BEACH AND THEN JOINED FACULTY
AND STAFF FOR THE 5:00 PICNIC.
ONGRATULATIONS
TCI TUT?
1991 - 1992
for the second consecutive year,
winners of the
NATIONAL GOLF COACHES ASSOCIATION
DIVISION II
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Debbie Pappas -- Individual Champion, Third
Consecutive Year; All-American
Nicole Hollett -- Second Place; Ail-American
Tori Doney -- Eighth Place; Ail-American
Emily Johnson
Donna Mollis
Andrea Latina
Susan Poland
Christy McArthur
coached by Iris Schneider
best of luck in the 1992 - 1993 season!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
In 1959, Tau Kappa Epsilon chartered Zeta Phi chapter at Rollins College. For almost
thirty years, TKE has been an active element on campus. With the average member size of
approximately thirty five men, the fraters of Zeta Phi established themselves with the traditions
and ideals inherent of any local chapter. In the early 80's, the chapter strayed from its positive
path. The painful memory of "Nagasaki Sunday" foreboded the end to the once strong and
vibrant fraternity. By May of 1987, the flame of Zeta Phi died.
Two years later, in the Spring of 1989, a group of sixteen men sparked a new flame to
revive the old TKE chapter. Through the dedication and hard work of these sixteen individuals,
the group attained recognition as a colony of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity on January 18, 1990.
Under a new program of membership recruitment, the colony began its crusade to build itself into
a strong fraternity.
Although it was not easy, the colony gradually gained acceptance among the other Greek
organizations. It functioned to promote higher ideals among members, and to commit each
individual to excellence. In January of 1991, Zeta Phi won its first major victory over all the other
Greek organizations. Claiming the first place title in the very FIRST WinterFest competition
renewed the colony's hunger for greatness. That Spring, TKE renewed its sense of unity and
teamwork by taking second in Greek Week.
The colony continued to flourish the following year and petitioned for charter in January of
1992. Five months later, on May 2, 1992, Tau Kappa Epsilon was reinstated as a chartered
fraternity at Rollins College. This monumental moment marks the end of a struggle to gain the
respect and acceptance of the Rollins Community. ..But most importantly, it marks the birth of one
of the strongest chapters this school has ever seen.
We would like to recognize our fellow fraters who graduated before they could see the
dream become a reality-
Scott Smith Bill Blass Costas Tzedakis Bill Boyd Ralph Fegely
John Lowe Scott Beck Brad Emmet Jose Fernandez
J.C. Schall Lance Ouellette Andres Rosendahl
We believe that the essential elements of true brotherhood are love, charity, and esteem;

but slow to reprove his faults Esteem, that is respectful to the
honest convictions of others ...
Nothing ever built arose to touch
the skies unless some man dreamed that it should,
some man believed that it could, and
some man willed that it must.
-Charles F. Kettering
pages 281 through 284 sponsored by TKE
Track Shack
1322 North Mills Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32803
898-1313
For the best selections, value and professional service
satisfying all of Central Florida's running needs!
Open Monday through Friday IOam to 7 pm
Saturday 10 am to 5 pm
At Attitudes of Winter Park, you will en-
joy the finest care for hair, nails, skin, tan-
ning, and massage. Let our European-
trained, award-winning stylists and other
professionals make your visit a pleasure
and your looks...sensational!
10% OFF for ROLLINS Students
(407) 629-0166
421 West Fairbanks Avenue-Winter Park, Florida 32789
532 South Park Avenue, Winter Park
M(407)
644-2333
Authentic Carvings
Craftworks
' Ceramics
Paintings
Prints
Red, Gold and Green
O Belts
© Bracelets
O Caps
O Hats
O Knitted Shoes
O Sandals
O T-Shirts Galore
...More Than Just A
Reggae Store!
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